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For many years scholars and statesmen have been concerned with the 

supposed relationship between stratification and development. The topic 

is obviously of great theoretical and practical importance. ·Unfortunately, 

until recently the available specifications of both concepts have been too 

imprecise to permit a clear delineation of the empirical relationships 

between them. Moreover the data by which to measure the variables implied 

by each are only just now becoming available, and even at present are rarely 

available except in the most highly developed countries. Topics such as 

this, which are important to many people but about which very little 

systematic empirical information exists, tend to generate large numbers of 

hypotheses and even myths. Some may be held quite tenaciously, often becoming 

bases of massive political programs. Other than war itself, few issues of 

the 20th Century engage the passions of practical people or the thoughts of 

theorists more than the development of nations and stratification--or 

social, political and economic inequality among people. It would be 

- '.,,'-

s ... 

futile to try to list or to rationalize even a traction of the often 
!3ut I",," ~ oj I~j ,,.I'v>J:;.. .. 

contradictory hypotheses that abound in this field.~ For example, some 

(Lenski, 1966; Treiman, 1970) hold that in the modern world, development 

reduces inequality and enhances social mobility. Others hold that develop-

ment increases inequality (Lewis, 1976). One of the more useful and 

complete lists of such hypotheses is presented in Treiman (1970). Never-

theless the confusion in the literature on stratification and development 

is so great that one perspicacious analyst (Garcrell, 1981) presented the 

conflicting hypotheses in sic et non fashion, arraying them loosely according ---
to "dependency" and IImodernization ll hypotheses. 
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The fact is that down to today, most of the conceivable relationships 

between social stratification and development remain unknown. This is true 

despite the ma~y years that research has been devoted to the topic. Perhaps 

the main reasons for this state of affairs are the following. 1) Both 

concepts, social stratification and development, are many-faceted, -and the 

full set of their empirical relationships may be determined only after all 

of their various aspects have been identified and subjected to quantitative 

measurement. 2) The full array of conceptual variables needed to mark the 

various facets of social stratification had not been identified until 
2t?P?i. 701 ";1" II '''",,) 

recently (S"alastogar- 19~41--Blmcall, ];96-8, Haller:.; l-97-() • ~ 3) Appropriate 

concepts and adequate descriptors of development are only just emerging, 

despite years of research employing single-factor conceptions and measure-

ments, such as indexes of manufacturing intensiveness,energy consumption, 
fA,,/,-

out, it is enormously expensive to obtain the data to measure the variables 
''''''r>J • .evi J,'j 
implieaLed 211 each concept, 5) Even now, such data are availabl~ only in 

the most advanced nations and in a very few developing nations. If measures 

~ of many of the key variables simply cannot be had for most of the less 

developed nations, it is obviously impossible to draw valid inferences about 

the relationships between social stratification and development among nations. 

Indeed, to date almost all, if not all, efforts to test hypotheses 

concerning relationships between stratification and development have employed 

comparisons among nations. Invariably, such studies fail to encompass the 

full range of stratification phenomenon as in the research on income 

inequality and economic development (Paukert, 1973, Jain, 1975) or they 

suffer both from onesideness and are based upon haphazard samples of countries, 

- . 
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as in the research on prestige and development (Treiman, 1977, Haller and 

Bills, 1979) or the 
N7'; 

and Garnier,~ Tyree, 

studies of social mobility 
;Inq 

Semyonov and Hodge). 

" 

and development (Hazerigg 

Clearly, as the requisite concepts and data become available it is 

important that the empirical relationships between each aspect of both 

phenomena be determined. At this juncture it would be useful to mark the 

relationships between the development levels of all societies and the key vari-

abIes describing their stratification systems. Given the data limitations in most 

less developed countries (LDes), this is not now feasible. But there is a useful 

alternative. This paper presents such data for a nation (Brazil) whose 

regions vary so markedly in development levels that they encompass most of 

the development variation found among the nations of the world. This 

analysis is not merely a substitute for the appropriate international 

comparisons that may become possible in years to come:to be credible 

international comparisons must overcome serious research problems that do 

not exist in the present instance. Leaving aside the question of diachronic 

measurement the sampling and data-processing requirements of such systematic 

international comparisons would be demanding and costly in the extreme. 

Parameters must be measured or estimated for at least three levels of 

units--household, national, and international. Probability samples of 

households would be needed to yield unbiased estimates of national parameters. 

A statistical description of the stratification system of a nation requires 

at least one such parameter estimate be determined for each stratification 

variable. Since very few nations, practically all of them highly developed, 

collect such data on stratification, new household probability samples 

would have to be drawn in many countries. The countries themselves would 

have to be either fully enumerated or selected on a probability basis. The 
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total number of nation-states is small (154) and most of them are LOes. 

At most, only 20 or 30 could be considered highly developed by current 

standards. If nation-states were to be sampled rather than enumerated, the 

sampling proportions would have to be high. So the problems of sample 

selections would be immense. 

But this is just the beginning of the. complexity of the problem. An 

internationally applicable indicator of national development level 

capable of encompassing and properly weighting each demonstrably relevant 

aspect of the concept, would have to be worked out; "proxies" and 

other ~ ~ single-variable "indicators" whose validity is untested simply 

will not suffice. Among countries where data can be obtained, there still 

may be problems of data comparability. Some of these can arise because the 

various nation-states have different legal regulations regarding collection 

and recording. Others will surely arise because of language and other 

cultural differences among nation-states and among nations within certain 

states. Still others may arise due to variations in the quality of the 

existing research infrastructures, 

So a large and developmentally diverse nation-state, uniform in language 

and other major aspects of culture, with the required research infrastructure, 

can provide a useful entity on which to measure the cQvariation of strati

fication and development. A description of the relationships between 

stratification and development within One nation
J 

no matter how large, 

cannot, of course, provide information on the relationships of corresponding 

phenomena as they exist among nations. But there are substantial gains to 

be made by through such a description. At minimum such evidence would show 

that at least some of the numerous and often contradictory speculative 
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hypotheses are false in at least one significant case, thus either negating 

or limiting their applicability. Also, by providing a clear example of 

research yielding simultaneous measurement of the relationships between 

development levels and the levels of each of a comprehensive set of strati-

fication variables, it would show how similar research might be carried out 

in other developmentally diverse nations such as Italy, the soviet Union, 

Saudi Arabia, China, etc., as appropriate data become available. Lastly the 

resulting estimates of parameters can serve as benchmarks by which to determ;n~ t~e 

relationship between changes in development and changes in stratification. tfost of 

all, it can clean out false hypotheses and begin the construction of better ones. 

Brazil is one of the few nation-states meeting the above conditions. 

It may be the only one today. In theory and in fact, it is a nation of one 

culture and one language, Portuguese. Its culture, indeed, is mostly 

European, with certain African and Indian elements. The nation was founded 

by Portuguese empire builders, together with their African and Indian slaves, 

and consorts and the descendants of these in every imaginable combination--

seamen, plantation owners and workers, prospectors and miners, sm~ll farmers 

cattlemen, and adventurers. The borders of the vast national territory 

have not changed much in 200 years and not at all in this century. Brazil 

has wide variations in levels of development. In a loose way this has been 

known for many years. It now appears possible to measure its regional 

development differences with relative precision: an abstract single-factor 

indicator of socioeconomic development of demonstrated validity has been 
C~/jq.t2 ; 1'1,f?) 

worked out for the nation's 360 continental microregionsA From it the 

nation's macroregions have been determined (see this volume). j'ina.Lly, tne 

national statistical agency, (IBGE: The Brazilian Institute of Geography 

and Statistics) regularly collects excellent household sample-survey data on 

most aspects of life essen·tial to the study of stratification. 
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In the discussion to corne, we shall present a set of concepts permitting 

a description of variations in key stratification phenomena among large 

societal units such as nation-states, macroregions and microregions of 

nations, and communities. These concepts will be used to summarize, from 

the empirical literature, the findings regarding the relationship between 

stratification and development. This will be done in two stages. The 

first will be devoted to findings regarding between ~ural dimensions 

of stratification~d development, and the second between status attainment 

processes and development. After determining what is already recorded in 

the empirical literature, the same two-stage strategy will be applied to the 

analyses of stratification and development in Brazil. 
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The "substances" of stratification phenomena: content dimensions of 

status (CDS), Several names are given by various authorities to the sub-

stantive dimensions--"content dimensions" (Haller, 1970)-by which small 

social units such as individuals or households are arrayed in terms of 

stratification, Comprehensive lists of them usually include at least four: 

wealth, or access to" goods and services, power, or political influence, 

social status, usually occupational rank, and informational status, usually 

educational attainment, Measuring the level of each small unit of a larger 

system on anyone content dimension requires a prior act of measurement of 

each unit's level on one or more specific status content variables by which 

each more general Cns is manifested, 
CDS', 

The questions of how many ~ there are and exactly what they are 

composed of must be answered from factor analyses of well-selected indicators 

of each, Exactly how many factors of what composition will remain to be 

seen, The factor composition may vary from across time and place (Jackson 

and Curtis, 1977), Indeed, several sets of such dimensions have been 

proposed over the "years. They traverse quite a range in complexity. Marx 

seems to have thought in terms of a simple one-dimensional distinction, 

between the owners)whom he supposed monopolized both capital and power,and 

the workers ,who had nei ther. 

Weber (1946, 1947) seems to have assumed the existence of a single 

basis continuum of power, which controls "life chances" and which could be 

manifested in anyone of three ways--the political influence of parties, 

the economic standing of classes) and the "status honor" of traditional 

strata, Sorokin (1927) proposed three content dimensions: "economic 

stratification," "political stratification," and "occupational stratification." 

Svalastoga (1964) proposed "the four we mentioned above, though with slightly 
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different labels--economic status, political status, social status, and 
, 

information status. Lenski (1966) argued for power and privilegeJrecognizing 

prestige but treating it mostly as an epiphenomenon. Oversimplifying a bit, 

we may say that Duncan (1968) listed seven such dimensions, with "level of 

living" or "Ufe chances" being a single dimensional summary of them. 

Other recent writers have gone back to single dimensional systems, prestige 

(Goldthorpe and Hope, 1976/ Treiman, 1977) or occupational status (Featherman 

and Hauser, 1978). 

Each of the above "dimensions" is quite abstract. It is a complicated 

matter to measure even the simplest of them, for example, those of Marx o~ 

Treiman, or Featherman and Hauser. As yet no widely-accepted measure of 

power differentials among small units has yet emerged. yet it is striking 

that many researchers seem to have settled on three specific status content 

variables as the empirical focuses of contemporary quantitative research in 

stratification (Alexander, Eckland, and Griffin, 1975, Sewell and Hauser, 

1975, Otto and Haller, 1978): income or wages, occupational standing in 

prestige units (Treiman, 1977) or in socioeconomic index units (SEI: Duncan, 

1961, Featherman and Hauser, 1978), and education in years completed (e.g. 

Sewell and Hauser, 1975). 

Because of their terminological differences, the reader might be led 

into thinking that there i~ wide disagreement among the many authorities 

on stratification. Some basic differences do indeed exist. But their 

agreement is deeper than it may seem. The source of the problem is this: 

Every scholar who writes about such matters is 

every known society of patterned, enduring and 

aware of the existence in 

marked inequalitiesE5arn;~-
people regarding resources--sometimes serving as sources of societal integration 

and someti~s as bases of conflict--and in· the deference and respect people 
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accord to one another. But different observers emphasize different aspects 

of these phenomena. Without precise statistical data on each of the 

variables implied by the various dimensional concepts and the specific 

variables by which they are manifested, as well as the mathematical statistical 

concepts and the computers necessary to make the resulting millions of 

observations intelligible, there was until recently no way to determine 

precisely how the apparent dimensions of stratification relate to each other 

empirically. The research effort that would be required to do this would be 

enormous, and might turn up great differences among societies. In fine, 

all writers on social inequality or stratification are concerned with one 

or another aspect of the same set of phenomena. But they emphasize different 

specifics. At this juncture, the prudent researcher would employ a range 

of concepts general enough to encompass the central substantive dimensions 

of all major writers on the subject and specific enough to exclude all other 

phenomena. This is what, in recent decades, Svalastoga (1964), Duncan (1968), 

and Haller (1970, 1979) have tried to do. Any of these sets of terms would 

serve our present needs because they are .equally comprehensive and because 

the ranges of their referents coincide exactly. These sets also encompass 

income, occupational prestige, and education, the three specific status 

variables that are used most often in today's empirical stratification 

research. In the present work we shall use the generic terms as they were 

most recently presented (Haller, 19826, also 1970, 1979). This will keep the 

terminology and specific concepts consistent with earlier writings 

(Svalastoga, 1964, Haller and Portes, 1973, Haller and Spenner, 1977; Pastore, 

Haller, and Gomez-Buendia, 1975, 1977). Thus the content dimensions are 

taken to be wealth or economic status, power or political status, prestige 

or social status, and informational status. Income is the nearest measure of the 

first, occupational status of the third, and education of the last. Power 

measures are not availible. 
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The f9rms of stratification phenomena: 

01 r+"J."1CJ'DJJ. 
structural dimensions. Under 

, I 

various names, thought regarding at least one formal property of strati fica-

tion systems, dispersion, goes back many years, having been applied mostly 

to income (Gini, 1921) but also to other stratification dimensions (Sorokin, 

1927). Even so, only within the last two decades have theorists begun 

systematically to apply a set of such concepts to stratification phenomena 

(Svalastoga, 1964; Duncan, 1968; Jackson and Curtis, 1968, Haller, 1970). 

Each the resulting set of "structural dimensions" '(Haller, 1970, 1979) is 

theoretically applicable to each of the substantive dimensions noted above 

and to each of the more specific status content variables by which the 

latter are manifested. 

Structural dimensions of status (SDS) may be used to describe variations 

in stratification systems, whether diachronic (of a given system over time) 

or synchronic (among such systems at one peint in time). The nomenclature 

of Haller (1970), if used here because this set of concepts seems a bit 

more comprehensive than others1 although in concept, but not in name, about 

half are very close to Svalastoga's (1964) "parameters r.Y;ere are at 

least six of these. Illustration'of possible diachronic variations in 

each are presented in Figure 1 and to certain variables of Duncan (1968). 

Figure 1 About Here 

Variations in the central tendency of a status content dimension 

variable ~DS) indicate the degree to which the dimension is rising or 

falling in the same system over time, or the degree to which the average 

differs from one system to another. Economists employ this dimension quite 

regularly, especially in studies of Gross National (or Domestic) Product per 
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capita. Actually, sociologists also employ this variable rather often. 

But so differently do they process the data and discuss the concept that 

it appears to represent another concept altogether. The alternative form to 

which we refer shows itself in status analysis as "structural mobility" 

(e.g. Yasuda, 1964, Broom and Jones, 1977). Upward structural mobility 

simply means that most people rose a bit because the whole occupational 

structure edged upwards, say, between fathers' and sons' generations. such 

a change could just as easily be represented by the difference between sons' 

and fathers' mean occupational statuses, allowing for some loss of detail. 

Typical statistical devices measuring this SDS would be the mean, median, 

or mode. 

Variations in the dispersion of a CDS indicate the degree to which 

people are more or less equal as far as that dimension or variable is 

concerned. It is often called "inequality." Typical measures of status 

dispersion are the standard deviation or variance of the logs, coefficient 

of variation, Gini coefficient, Kuznets' H, ordinal shares etc. (Weisskoff, 

1976). varietions in the skewness of an SDS indicate another aspect of 

inequality. Distributions of some CDSs are often markedly skewed, as in 

T3 of the upper right panel of Figure 1. Personal income is usually 

skewed such that logrithrnic transformations are routinely applied to it to 

yield an approximately normal distribtion. Several measures of the degree 

of skewness are available. 

A fourth SDS is called stratigraohy. This aspect was' offered in view 

of the fact that certain status variables likely to be polimodal. In the 

United States, the distribution of educational attainment in years success

fully completed, for example, may be trimod,al, one mode for each "graduation" 

point--eight years, twelve years, and sixteen years. A fifth SDS has been 
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called "flux," although in recent research it is perhaps best known as 

circulation mobility, Just as variations in status central tendency may 

be expressed as vertical structural mobility, so also may circulation 

mobility be either calculated from a "mobility table" (Featherman and Hauser, 

1978) or as the opposite of status inheritance after the change in the 

means (or "structural mobility") has been eliminated by subtraction 

or standardization (Kelley and Klein, 1981), Correlation coefficients (r) 

and coefficients of determination (r2) automatically perform just such a 

standardization. So a coefficient of· flux circulation mobility, F, may be 

2 defined as F=l-r ., where Tl and 
TIT2 T2 refer to two standard time points, 

Usually status measurements are taken on men at the time of the interview 

when the interviewee also provides a status measurement on this father at 

some standard reference time, such as "when you took your first regular job," 

Variations on the sixth and last 5D5, crystallization, show changes 

in the degree to which the different 5CDs vary together, As Landecker 

(1981,48-49), using the terms"rank system"where we use CDS, puts it, 

itA low correlation indicates the extent to which different rank systems are 

distinct and separate hierarchies" ••. "The direct significance of a high 

correlation is that it represents the degree to which the different rank 

systems converge with one another and jointly form a monolithic and com-

prehensive system of inequality," Ways to measure variations in status 

crystallization have not yet become standard, If sufficient numbers of 

appropriately selected indicators of each main SCD are can be obtained an 

examination of variations in item-factor weighfs might serve, While it 

would be useful to summarize the degree of crystallization in a single number, 

this does not nOW seem feasible, 

Content variables and structural dimensions in the present analysis, 

In analyses to follow, we shall examine Brazilian regional developmental 
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differences regarding four structural dimensions of status as they are 

manifested in three commonly used status content variables, drawn from a 

different SeD, The four SDSs are central tendency, dispersion, circulation 

mobility and crystallization. The status content variables are educational 

attainment, occupational status, and income, 
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What is known about stratification and development: the evidence. 

Scholarly knowledge of stratification phenomena go back as far as scholar

ship itself, records of lay awareness of them further yet. But historical 

records are spotty, both topically and regionally. At least until recently, 

even the best historical scholarship was incapable of providing a com

prehensive and precise description of even one key strucltural dimension 

of the stratification system of a given societal unit. As insisted 

earlier, valid reliable measurements of appropriate indicators of each 

status content dimension must be so taken and processed that the SOS 

parameters may be estimated with precision. This must be done comparably 

for each of a set of societal units which have been arrayed in terms of 

valid and reliable indicators of development such that precise estimates 

of SOS parameters may be drawn for the larger universe to which the 

societal units belong. Such data are an emergent of the past twenty-

five years or so, and are still quite incomplete. 

Considerations regarding the concept and measurement of development 

are as important to this topic as those of stratification. It will be 

evident that the term Itdevelopment" means different things to different 

scholars. This is because its not all of its ambiguities have yet been 

clarified in the literature, despite the fact that there is clearly a 

central core of meaning. A comprehensive review of meanings of national 

development is presented by Portes (1976); it would appear to apply about 

equally to other levels of .societal units. Forshortening his definitions, 

he sees it as meaning economic transformation ("increases in the national 

product"), social transformation ("egalitarian distribution of income and 

widespread access ..• tc social goods"); and cultural transformation 
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("reaffirmation of national identity and traditj,ons"). C:t.early, not all 

writers share these meanings: the first stresses productive economic 

growth, the second, distributional aspects of the economy, and the last 

national identity. For present purposes, the main meanings are bound up 

in the first two. The first pertains to variations in the level of 

economic productivity of a societal unit. Economic growth, GNP per capita 

(Kuznets, 1971), variations in energy consumption per capita (Jackman, 

1974), or in the consumption of electrical energy per capita (Rubinson, 

1976), among others, are commonly used indicators of this aspect of the 

concept of development. The second pertains to economic benefits to the 

population. It is perhaps less clear in concept than it appears at first 

sight. To say that a population has IIwidespread access to social goods" 

does not necessarily mean that there is an "egalitarian distribution of 

income." In richer countries, general availability of services such as 

clinics, hospitals, schools, housing may go hand in hand with income 

inequality. One facet of the concept of development deals with the 

availability of services to the population of a societal unit. This is 

the meaning it holds for Streeten (1976), for example. This facet of the 

concept of development is closely related to that of the SDS dealing with 

the central tendency of economic status. It is most useful to keep it 

separate from development in the sense the degree of inequality of income, 

which is part of the SDS dealing with status dispersion. 

We are left with two aspects of the concept of development which are 

useful in research on variations in stratification. The first is the 

economic productivity per capita of the societal unit. It has been 

measured in several ways, yet it appears that the relationship among them 

has not yet been clarified. The second is the per capita accessibility of 
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items or institutions promoting individual developrnent--survival, health, 

information, and contact with others; in other words, individual. access 

to goods and services. The empirical relationships between these two 

aspects of development cannot be taken for granted. 

In the following paragraphs, we draw upon the small but growing body 

of quantitative research literature in which at least one SDC parameter 

has been estimated comparably and with precision for each set of comparable 

societal units (communities, definable regions, nations, states) so selected 

as to permit reasonably accurate estimates of the corresponding SDC-by-

development parameters in the universe of societal units from which they 

were drawn. These findings will be presented for each structural dimension 

of status (SDC), and, within each of them, for each the most commonly used 

specific indicators of status content dimensions--income, educational 

attainment, and occupational status. 

When such comparisons are made among nations, serious problems of 

comparability of measurement may arise. For income, it is obvious that 

monetary units vary among societies. Economists have faced this problem 

for years, and today most such data are presented in roughly comparable 

terms, usually standardized. 

For education the problem appears to be more difficult and has never, 

to present knowledge, been solved in a definitive way. The usual ad hoc ---

solution is to treat educational attainment as if whomever successfully completes 

up through a certain number of years of school has obtained the same 

amount of learning, regardless of country. If pressed closely it is 

obvious that the assumption is untrue. But it is useful nonetheless. 

Consider some hypcthetical cases. Suppose a 20 year old Brazilian has 

successfully completed three years of primary school. Would his learning 
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be most nearly equivalent to that of a 20 year old American who had not 

gone to school at all (zero years) or to one who had completed the 6th 

grade (six years), or the 12th grade, or the 3rd grade. Certainly it 

would not be very much like that of any of them, especially the one who 

completed 12 years. It is most likely to be equivalent to that of one 

who completed two, three, or four years. Now how about a Nigerian who 

successfully completed the university course. It is true that so-called 

"univer"ities" differ greatly. Yet it is extremely unlikely that his learning 

would be equivalent only to that of that American who had finished no 

more than high school. If the Nigerian had attended an elite university, 

his learning would be deeper than that of an American who graduated from 

an inferior so-called "universi ty, II or about as deep as that of one who 

graduated from one of the better American universities. In other words, 

it is assumed that, on the average, a given number of years of education 

successfully completed in one place is approximately equal to the same 

number in another. The assumption appears to be approximated closely 

enough in reality to permit valid comparisons among societal units. In 

practice researchers often compare proportions or numbers completing a 

certain broad level, such as university, or high school, or primary school, 

or as literacy rates. 

For occupational status, the problem is at least as complex. 

Surprisingly, evidence systematically comparing the central tendency of 

occupational status with average development levels is only just now 

becoming available. This is because, first, occupational status indexes· 

that may be comparably applied among or with nations of sharply varying 

development levels are only just nOw corning into being; and, second, 

because the job of comparably identifying the job titles and the numbers of 
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holders of each is an immense undertaking even for individual countries, 

and multiple-country comparisons compound '.it. 

The two main types of occupational status indexes are called 

1) occupational socioeconomic indexes (SEI: Duncan,1961; Featherrnan and 

Hauser, 1978) and 2) occupational prestige scales (OPS: Treirnan, 1977). 

SEI techniques use standard weighting procedures to assign scores to 

specific occupational titles according to the average income and education 

of persons employed in them. They assume that the order of occupations is 

a consequence of differential individual rewards and inputs. An occupation's 

rewards are indicated by the average earnings of incumbents, its inputs by 

their average number of years of education. Obviously, these differ from 

country to country. Published SEI scales are available only for the 

United States (Duncan, 1961; Featherrnan and Hauser, 1978). OPS techniques 

have been in use for many years (Haller and Bills, 1979). Recently 

Treiman (1977) has proposed a Standard International Occupational Prestige 

Scale (SIOPS), which he believes to be a satisfactory inst:::-ument for 

comparing the occupational structures of societal units. As yet published 

of descriptions of the relationship between development and occupational 

status as measured by the SIOPS are not available. Definitive research on 

international comparisons of occupational status is just nOw getting underway 

(Jonathan Kelley, personal communication). Preliminary findings based upon 

what appears to be a modification of the SIOPS are presented in Kelley and 

Klein (1981). 

1. Development and Status Central Tendency (SCT). Obviously, these 

are some extremely important senses in which these two concepts overlap. 

In some senses, perhaps including its deepest, the term. "development" 
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means a rise in the central tendency of status of small units--individuals 

or households--within larger societal units. Yet even in economic terms , 

"development II is not a wholly unambiguous word, and each of its variations 

of meaning may have a different implication for One or another of the 

variations of status central tendency. 1) In its meaning of "individual " 
access to goods and services," it is exactly the same as central core of one 

of the status content dimensions, wealth or economic status. In this case, 

variations in development among societal units are precisely the same as 

variations in this aspect of wealth. Its implications for other measures 

of the wealth domain are almost the same. On the averag~ societal units' 

access to goods and services will of course vary directly with the average 

individual or household income among them. 2) If the term means variations •• 
among societal units regarding production or production capacity, then its 

implication for variations in status among individuals or households is 

problematical and must be determined empirically. Throughout the history 

of civilization) rulers have been able to organize the efforts of large 

masses of people to accomplish production goals, often without much apparent 

benefit to the average person. In recent years, the "dependent development'l 

(Evans, 1979) of poorer nations has apparently been thought by some (Frank, 

1967) to impoverish their populations. Whether this is true or not, the 

fact remains that the growth of productive firms within a societal unit 

does not automatically result in an increase in the economic well-being of 

its population. As one Brazilian president put it a few years ago, "Brazil 

is doing well, but the people suffer." SO it would be imprudent to overlook 

measures of the income central tendency of small units in the study of developmental 

variations in the structure of stratification systems. 3) The possibility 

of redundancy between development and STC really does not arise for other 

SCDs or variables corresponding to them. It cannot be taken for granted 

-
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that among societal units regarding average occupational status or average 

educational attainment follow the same pattern as variations in development .. 

Income. It follows that at the level of nations, there is abundant 

evidence that development and the central tendency of income vary together; 

indeed they are often ~ssumed with good reason to be exactly the same 

(Portes, 1976; Kuznets, 1971). The same holds for regions within Brazil 

(Langoni, 1973, p. 159), and a similar pattern has been found for rural 

Thailand (Chiswick, 1981; Roongruangsee, 1982) and for the Philippines 

(Valera, 1980), except that the wealthiest nonindustrial area is Manila 

rather than in its industrialized urban surroundings. The conclusion is that 

development and average income are identical for most purposes. 

occupational status. In occupational hierarchies the jobs that score 

highest are usually those that pay better, are most prestigious, and require 

the most formal education. The most highly developed societies (or other 

levels of societal units) are those where small inputs of human energy 

yield large outputs of goods and services; and conversely the least 

developed are those in which large expenditures of human energy result in 

low outputs of goods and services. It follows that highly developed 

societies require and are most capable of supporting a larger proportion 

of workers in occupations of higher status than are those in less developed 

societies. So there should be a strong positive relationship between 

development and the central tendency of occupational status. Data on the 

relationship are just nOw becoming available, as noted. In a preliminary 

statement, Kelley and Klein (1981:75) have graphed the per capita gross 

national product of 14 societies by their mean occupational statuses (1975), 

using a collapsed version of Treiman's (1977) SlOPS as the measure of OPS. 

The sampling of societies is too spotty to permit calculating the correlation 
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between the two variables. But it is obvious that they are positively 

correlated; this is the main conclusion to be drawn. But a close study 

of the scattergram seems to show that, if measured, the correlation 

would not turn out to be very high. 

Educational attainment. As hinted above, problems of measurement 

comparability regarding education make the available data on the development 

and the CT of educational attainment cumbersome. Nevertheless, the overall 

picture can be inferred from the available evidence. Kelley and Klein 

(1981) present graphed data on literacy and GNP/k for 1950, taken from 

the United Nations (1961) and the International Bank of Reconstruction and 

Development (1971). Some allowances must be made before interpreting it.' 

First, for almost 1/2 of the countries--most of which were rather highly 

developed--the literacy percentages approached 100 percent. Among the 

others, literacy and development were positively associated, although even 

for those, the correlation (not calculated) must have been quite a bit 

lower than +1.00. In another analysis (Meyer, Ramirez, Rubinson, and 

Boli-Bennett; 1979) examined the effects of three development variables 

(1955 log GNP/k 1955 log KWH/'k' and 1950 percent male labor force not 

agriculture) on educational expansion, 1955-1970, at three levels--primary, 

secondary, and tertiary. In general,· the higher the level of development 

the greater the expansion of education. On the whole these data support 

the notion that, at least in today's world, development and educational 

attainment are positively associated. The degree of association cannot 

however be estimated for this sort of evidence. 

In summary, despite some conceptual problems and quite an even data, 

at least among nations, some aspects of the relationship between development 

and status central tendency ar~ clear and others are not. The concept and 
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and referents of development are a bit ambiguous. Nonetheless no one 

seriously doubts that GNP/
k 

(or GDP/
k

) and KWH/k both measure at least 

one aspect of economic development rather well. Development in the sense 

of GNP/'k is the same thing as CT of income. KWH/'
k 

is not, but because of 

its (presumably) nearly perfect correlation with GNP/
k 

it might as well be. 

The scanty data available within countries conform to the international 

trend. Similarly, the evidence regarding the CT of occupational status 

and educational attainment is consistent with that regarding income. 

But the data presented here leave much to be desired. Neither the 

indicators of development nor those of the status central tendency are 

precise enough to provide a reasonably accurate estimate of the relation

ships between them • 

. 2. Development and'Status Dispersion. This topic is at least as 

problematical as the previous. Regarding the concept of development, as 

Portes (1976) has noted, some authors define it as a reduction of inequality. 

So conceptual redundancy is possible here, too. If on the other hand, 

development variations in the average level of access to goods and services, 

then develo~ment and inequality are indeed two different concepts (barring 

problems with the measurement of inequality), and relations between 

indicators of the two concepts should be straightforward. 

But they are not. The measurement of status dispersion is far from 

unambiguous. Most of the measurement techniques that have been proposed 

are appropriate 'for interval scale data, especially income in money, the 

variable for which they were worked out. They are less appropriate for 

education and occupational status, which at best only approximate interval 

scales. But even for income it is not at all obvious how inequality should 
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be measured. A brief but informative discussion of these questions is 

presented by Szal and Robinson (1977). This discussion draws theirs but 

is by no means restricted to it. Perhaps the main issue cOncerns relative 

versus absolute measures of inequality. Relative measures are most often 

used. They deal with the shares of the total income (or other status 

variable) possessed by all the people (say workers or households) in the 

societal unit, in effect taken as equal to 100 percent. They yield 

estimates of the degree to which the proportion held by higher strata 

exceeds that of lower strata. The Gini coefficients (1921), Kuznets' H 

(1957), the log variance, and the coefficient of variation six are perhaps 

the most widely used. But then are others. There would seem to be at 

least one serious disadvantage to relative or "share-based" measures. 

Consumers do not buy goods and services with "share" of the national income, 

but with absolute units of disposable income--"take-home pay." In the real 

world, the same (proportionate) share of a societal uni~s income can 

provide vastly different levels of "buying power" depending upon the total 

income per capita. Suppose each of two societies (A and B) has a population 

of 5,000 people, and suppose that in both societies the bottom decile (0 1) 

holds one percent of the di~posable income, while the top decile holds 

25 percent. So the shares of the national income are the same for corresponding 

deciles in the two countries. But A is rich and B is poor: A's total annual 

income is $l,OOO,OOO,OOO,whilst B's is $10,000,000. Then in A, the 500 

people in 0
1 

would total $10 million, whilst their 500 01 fellows in B would 

total $100 thousand. In A those in 0
10 

would share $250 million, whilst 

their 0
10 

counterparts in B would share $2.5 million. For o l af A the 

average income would be $20,000: for B $200. For 0, of A, the average _0 

income would be $500,000: whilst for B, $5,000. Note the "average 01 person" 
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in A is rather well off at $20,000/year; whilst the "average D
IO 

person" 

there is wealthy ($500,000/yeat). By contrast the "average Dl person" in 

B is in abject poverty at $200/year; whilst even the Haverage 0
10 

person tJ 

in B is poor, at $5, OOO/year. Note, too, that the differences in shares 

of income is the same in both countries at 24 percent (25% - l%)--they 

appear to be equally unequal, so to speak. But the absolute differences 

between the respective means are enormous, for A: $500,000 - $5,000 ~ 

$495,000; for B: $5,000 - $200 ~ $4,800. In this absolute sense the 

degree of inequality in A is huge compared to that in B. It-is $4~!:~~~ or 

103.125 times as great. This is nO doubt why Thurow and Lucas (1973), for 

One example, compared the (disinflated) dollar value of $ - $ for 
DlD Dl 

two time periods when studying the changes in real income in post-war 

America. The sustained economic boom was so considerable during this period 

that though the share of the lowest decile remained about the same, their 

absolute earnings went up dramatically. But the real increase among those 

in the top decile was even greater--everybody gained but the well-to-do 

gained by far the most. This has two implications. First, societal units 
~ 

with larger disposable income per capita can have higher degrees of absolute 

inequality than those of lower, even when share distribution parameters 

based upon exactly the same observations indicate equality or that it is 

the poorer that is more unequal. It is absolute, not relative, disposable 

income that buys goods and services. So valid measures of absolute inequality 

might tell more about inequality in goods and services, which is the issue 

of most central to stratificationJthan do share-distribution measures. 

Unfortunately, the international data are compiled for share differences, 

not absolutes. Second, unequivocal conclusions may be drawn only when 

share-distribution and absolute data both indicate that the same one of the 
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societal units is the more unequal. In other words, if both the share and 

the absolute dispersion indicators show that one is more unequal than the 

other the evidence of difference in inequality is probably indisputable. 

One final note. Different indicators of inequality yield different 

conclusions about the degree of inequality and the concensus concerning 

their objectives of which one is better than another is weak at best. 

Besides this, a variety of measures appear to be used often apparently 

without any strong justification for the choice that was made. The upshot 

of this is assessments of the relationship between development and status 

dispersion are at least as disputable as those for development and status 

? . 
central tendency, except when absolute increases, such as s.d. orO- are used. 

Income dispersion. Income dispersion analyses by Kuznets (1955) and 

Paukert (1973), backed up for the most part by those of Ah1uwlia (1974), 

lead to the conclusion that among nations the relationship between deve1op-

ment inequality is an inverted U-curve: low among the least developed nations, 

high in the middle, and lower among the most highly developed. As Frank 

and Webb (1977) pOint out, this appears to be a rather weak relationship. 

This appears to be consistent with Lenski's (1967) long term historical 

thinking on development and equality. Perhaps the clearest statements of 

this relationship are to be found in Rubinson (1976) and Bornschier and 

Ballmer-cao (1979). Using slightly modified versi0ns of Paukert's (1973) 

data, they arrive at almost identical zero-order linear correlations of 

relative inequality (Gini coefficients) and economic development (Log 

income/capita): r = -.183 (Rubinson, 1976:Appendix 2) and r = -.14 

(Bornshier and Ba1lmer-Cao, 1976:Table 1). The latter then develop a 

In Income/. (Yn ) development indicator) including a quadratic termJto 
k 

account for the curvilinearity introduced by the inverted U relationship 

r f IV . \ = 1-. 1 .......... v .J... 1... " __ H ,2,· ,"1... _ _____ ,_.L..!_~ 
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and the Gini coefficient is +.43. This provides strong support for the 

inverted U curve hypothesis. In general, share-distribution income data 

describing relative inequality show two trends: 1) an overall trend in 

which the higher the level of development, the lower the degree of relative 

inequality, overlain by 2) an inverted U curve in which relative inequality 

appears to increase with development among the least developed nations, 

to reach an asymtote at $230/k/year (in constant 1964 United States dollars), 

and to turn down again among more developed nations. (Tyree, Semyonov, 

and Hodge, 1979, reported a much higher correlation between GNP/capita and 

"income inequality" [r = -.539J. This partly done to their use of the 

percent of income held by the top five percent. It may also be affected 

by their choice of countries: Eornshier and Ballmer-Cao, 1979, report a 

correlation of -.39 for the same two concepts taken over a larger list 

of countries.) 

In our own review of Paukert's (1973) and Jain's (1975) data, we are 

struck by certain special exceptions to the overall trend. Eastern 

European socialist nations are generally low. (In part, this may be 

artifactual [Lenski, 1978J, in that 1) those with multiple jobs are counted 

as if each job was held by a different person and each job of a multiple 

job-holder is likely to pay more than the single job of others, and 2) the 

State tends to provide its special perquisites to those who are already 

the best paid.) Among nations whose economies are organized to respond 

strongly to market signals ("capitalist" countries), the nations of the 

British Commonwealth tend to show relatively low low levels of share 

inequality. The northern-most countries of East Asia whether socialist 

or not tend to have rather low levels of share-distribution inequality. 
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the United States, West Germany, and especially France, tend to have 

rather high inequality coefficients. So the overall patterns are not at 

all unambiguous. 

Gartrell (1981) has measured at the village level in India a set of 

variables that appear to be comparable to those used by others at the 

national level. His key table· (for present purposes) is so abbreviated 

as to make its interpretation uncertain. It seems to say that the Gini 

coefficient for inequality is negatively correlated with household 

electrification (r = -.218) but positively correlated with household income 

(r = +.541). These coefficients may be correct, but seem contradictory in 

that both electricity and household income should be measures of develop

ment, and indeed they appear to be positively correlated--r = +.484. Also, 

the negative correlation of relative income inequality and household income 

seems to be inconsistent with national-level findings regarding relative 

income inequality and development. Given these uncertainties it is probably 

best to refrain from drawing conclusions for the time being. 

Data on the relationship between development and absolute income 

inequality (say, the differences between standard high and low sets of 

centiles in a common metric) do not seem to be available. One would guess that 

if they were to be found they would show a monotonic increase: the higher 

the level of economic development (GNP/
k 

or KWH/
k

) the greater the absolute 

difference between contrasting centiles. 7his happened in the U.S. since World War 

absolute inequality increased dramatically (United States Department of Commerce, 1 

Occupational status dispersion. As far as can be seen there is as 

yet only one bit of suggestive data available on the dispersion of occupa

tional status by development. These are presented in Kelley and Klein (1981). 

They appear to show that, except for agriculture the distribution of 
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occupational status in three developing societies (LDCs) is almost identical 

to that of ten developed nations (DCs).The average level of the LDCs is 

a bit lower, but the dispersion does not seem much different. If agriculture 

is added, then inequality increases among the LDCs, because most farming is 

at the bottom of the occupational status hierarchy, and because there are many 

more people in such positions in the LDCs. The tentative conclusion is 

that higher levels of development reduce occupational status dispersion, 

but mostly because small farmers are eliminated. But we cannot place much 

confidence in this conclusion; better data are needed. 

Educational attainment dispersion. Systematic data on development 

and educational dispersion have not been compiled. But some strongly 

suggestive ·trend data have been presented by Meyer, Ramirez, FUbinson, and 

Boli-Bennett (1979:40). From 1950 to 1970 educational attendance for each 

age group of school-aged children and youth rose in both rich and poor 

countries. But 1960, almost all children in richer countries were attending 

school, so this rate had hit its ceiling. For poorer countries the cor

responding rate increased sharply, hitting about 70 percent by 1970. The 

attendance rates for the secondary and teritary levels for richer countries 

diverged from those of poorer countries. So it would appear that develop

ment must have increased educational attainment dispersion. This is 

purely inferential and if true it applies to absolute dispersion, not 

necessarily to I'share-distributions" of education. 

3. Development and flux or circulation mobility. Over the years 

perhaps more research effort has gone into the relationship between social 

mobility and development than perhaps any other aspect of stratification 

and development other than share-distributions of income. Most research 

and theory pertaining to social mobility is concerned with its upward and 
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downward components. It deals, that is, with shifts in the form and 

composition of hierarchically ordered strata. The great debates over 

revolutionary changes in stratification systems have all been concerned 

with this aspect of the concept. This, too, is the present focus. It 

must be stated however that this is not the only concern of mobility 

researchers. Recent work in Eastern Europe, Zagorski ) } seems to be 

moving away from a hierarchical to a broader focus, a concern with occupa

tional shifts that are lateral as well as I'vertical. l' Some researchers 

in the United States are also moving in this direction (Hauser, personal 

communication). Behind these two foci)two different research objectives 

appear to stand. The first is cpncerned with understanding social 

hierarchies, that is, with stratification as such. The latter is concerned 

with labor market analysis. The first is tied to status distributional questions, 

the second to questions of the operation of the economy. For nearly 20 

years (Yusada, 1964), researchers have distinguished between structural 

and social mobility. As we have seen)variations among societal units 

regarding structural mobility are conceptually the same as variations in 

the central tendency of stratification systems. The fact that most data 

on the former are based on ratings of occupations, whilst most in the latter 

employ income,does not make any relevant conceptual difference. With minor 

provisos, conceptually what applies to one applies to the other, although 

their calculating procedures are quite different. The concept of mobility 

(structural oor circulation) applies logically to income and education as 

well as to occupational status, and central tendency applies logically to 

occupational status and education, not just income. If a population is 

structurally mObile, its whole structure is rising or falling. Mobility 

rates require that measurements be taken on the same social unit at least 
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two standard times, of course, while synchronic comparisons can be made 

on measurements of central tendency. Synchronic measures of central 

tendency differenes among societal units merely show that the "structural 

levels" of units vary. Structural mobility differences among such units 

would imply that the rate of change in central tendency varied among them. 

Circulation mobility or flux refers to the difference between total 

mobility and structural mobility. Conceptually it means that apart from 

the mobility caused--some say '·forced"--by changes in the occupational 

structure. In other words, it is the degree of flux (in a technical sense 

of the word) remaining after the effects of a change in central tendency 

or structural mobility have been eliminated by standardization. The usual 

way to do this as indicated above, is by subtraction within "mobility" tables. 

But it can also be accomplished through correlation. (r) because correlation 

coefficients automatically standardize the metrics of the variables they 

employ to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one, and because 

coefficients of determination (r2) and of alienation (1 - r2) are simple 

derivatives of correlation. So the degree of flux or circulation mobility , 

can be measured by a simple formula, F = 1 -

and 0 is off-spring's status (Haller, 1970); 

2 
r I where p is parent's status po 
2 

r (or r ) thus po DO 

would index status inheritance (Kelley and Klein, 1981). In future research 

this way of handling flux or circulation mobility might be preferable 

because it lends itself sO well to correlation and regression analysis. 

The concept of flux or circulation mobility applies to any status content 

dimension or variable, although in the literature to date it seems only to 

have been applied to occupational status. 

Income and education. As just noted, flux does not appear to have 

been studied with respect to these status content variables. 
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Occupational status. International studies of circulation mobility, 

employing "mobility t'ables" (hierarchically organized father-to-son 

origin-destination tables arranged for categorical data) are perhaps the 

focus of most mobility studies. Much of the early work was compiled by 

Lipset and Bendix (1959). The findings in this area were revised following 

methodological discussion by Duncan (1964) and Yusada (1964). Two major 

"mobility table" analyses of circulation mobility and development have 

appeared since then. The first (Hazelrigg and Garnier, 1976) used a 17-

nation sample of more or less industrialized countries. They reported 

results that were mostly negative·: The principal finding has led us to 

the conclusion that the endogenous (i.e. circulation: commentator's 

note ) mobility process itself was unrelated to differences in the size 

of productivity .•. ,11 as measured by log energy consumption per capita. 

The second such study (Tyree, Semyonov, and Hodge, 1979) adds a few more 

countries and has a somewhat different focus. Regression equations (p. 418) 

seem to show a weak positive relationship between the degree of circulation 

mobility and level of national development (GNP per capita), net of relative 

inequality. Unfortunately the zero-order correlations are not given. 

Taking the two together we infer that there may be a weak positive 

relationship between the degree of flux and the level of national development. 

4. Development and status crystallization. The first clear presenta

tion of the concept of status crystallization seems to have been in an 

article by Benoit-Smullyan (1944). It is also employed by Duncan (1968) 

under the label, "rigidity of inequality." But its main exponent over the 

years has been Werner Landecker. His recent book on the concept, here 

called "class crystallization" (Landecker, 1981), describes it rather completely. 

By whatever name, the concept is the same. It is a characteristic, or 
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structural dimension (Haller, 1970) of the st ______________ • _______ .;ocietal 

units_ It describes the degree to which the various content dimensions 

or more specific status variables are related to each other. When crystal

lization is high, all the status content variables are highly correlated. 

The presumption is that this would make the system "closed" in a sense 

different from the "closures" described by high degrees of inequality 

and of status inheritance. Theoretically the most ."monolithic" or "closed ll 

stratification system would be one that is very unequal (absolutely and 

relatively), has a very high degree of status inheritance (or low degree of 

flux) and is highly crystallized. As research on structural properties of 

stratification systems unfolds over the years, it will no doubt be the 

combinations of various levels of each of these three (and the other) 

structural dimensions that will prove informative in explaining the 

antecedents and consequences of stratification. 

To date only one analysis of crystallization and development has been ~. 

performed,. that of Covello and Bollen (1979). Over the nine societies 

they compared) they showed a degree of status crystallization ranging from 

r = +.694 to r = +.22S,depending upon how crystallization was measured. 

Apparently the more developed societies exhibit a higher degree of status 

crystallization. 

S. Summary. We have seen that the evidence of the relationships 

between development and the structure of stratification is quite uneven. 

Most of the data are at the level of comparison among nations. Lower levels 

of societal units such as macroregion or communities within nations have 

not been given much attention. Then, too, the research literature tends 

to be concentrated in certain of the cells generated by cross-classifying 

status content variables with structural dimensions of stratificationjand 
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there are concept~al redundancies as well. Research on the central tendency 

of status is concentrated on income, where it is redundant with development. 

Education and occupational status central tendencies have not been well 

marked. Dispersion data, too, tend to be concentrated on income, especially 

share-distribution of income. Absolute dispersion data on income and 

dispersion data in general on education and occupational status are lacking. 

Circulation mObility· data tend to be restricted to occupational status. 

Crystallization studies.are just beginning. Common wisdom would have it 

that the most developed . societal units would 1) have the 

highest average levels of income,education, and occupational status, 2) low, 

if not the lowest, levels of inequality of income, education, and occupational 

status, 3) high levels of circulation mobility for each of the three central 

variables; and 4) low degrees of status crystallization. It would hold 

that the least developed societies have 1) very low levels of central 

tendency regarding income, education, and occupational status; 2) moderate 

or low levels of inequality on all these variables, 3) low levels of 

circulation mobility, and 4) a high degree of status consistency. The more 

advanced developing societies would have 1) moderate levels of central 

tendency regarding each of the variables, 2) very high levels of inequality 

regarding each, 3) low levels of circulation mobility, and 4) a high degree 

of status crystallization. It would appear that the data do not fit these 

observations very well. Yet the evidence is hardly ever unequivocal. True) 

high levels of development and higher incomes go together, and there is 

an inverted U curve between share-distribution inequality and development. 
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Status attainment and development. In the strict sense of these , 

terms there appears to be almost no defensible published research on this 

topic to date. It is extraordinarily difficult to combine evidence from 

various data-sets so as to conduct such analyses on secondary data 

(although it appears that various data-sets are now being "recalibrated" 

to permit such analyses; Jonathan Kelley, personal communication). Lin 

and Yauger (1975) have attempted to compare the-United States and Great 

Britain with Haiti and Costa Rica. Unfortunately, serious sampling biases 

in the latter two countries made it impossible to draw any pertinent 

conclusions from it. Holsinger (1975) has attempted to determine the 

relationship between status attainment and development among four Brazilian 

cities, using data collected in 1959 and 1960. He uses standardized 

regression coefficients, although at the time researchers did not fully 

understand that metric (unstandardized) regression coefficients provide 

more clearly interpretable evidence. He concludes that the 

higher the level of development, the lower the degree of status inheritance 

on occupational attainment and the greater ·the effect of education on 

the same variable. So far, the data are in agreement with the Treiman 

(1970) hypotheses. He also found, contrary to hypotheses, mixed results 

regarding the development level of the city, and the combined effects of 

- . 
fathers' education and occupational status on the respondents educational 

attainment status. 

Conclusions: Development and the structure of stratification and 

status attainment. A dozen years ago Treirnan (1970) wrote out a set of 

propositions regarding industrialization and stratification. Quite 

appropriately he called them "assertions." Clearly, he understood 

industrialization to mean development. His assertions may well remain the 

best available set of statements regarding beliefs sociologists hold 
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about the relationships between stratification and development. The 

results of research conducted since then on stratification and development 

leave them essentially unmodified. This is not because they have been 

tested well and found to be solidly confirmed. Rather it is because they 

remain untested. 

It would be presumptuous to label as "theory" his propositions and 

those of most others. More accurately, they are suppositions of well

informed thinkers. As suppositions they neither represent rigorous 

deductions from well-established axioms nor empirical generalizations from 

adequately conceived and executed research. And the little relevant 

research that has been done since then neither confirms nor denies th~~. 

TO add to the confusion, practically all of the sociological research 

on the topic was concerned with mobility alone. Treiman clearly says that 

mobility research would change its form and go in the direction of the 

status attainment research of Blau and Duncan (1967). His essay does not 

deal with developmental variations in the structural dimensions of stratifi

cation. 

In view of the equivocal nature of both speculation and research 

regarding most aspects of the relations between stratification and development, 

it seems prudent to determine them empirically, by means of systematic 

research. The following analysis of structural dimensions of stratification 

and of status attainment among Brazil's developmental macroregions constitute 

one effort. 
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Structural Variations and Development 

Data of the PNAD-73 can be organized so as to permit an assessment of 

the relationship between Brazil's Developmental Macroregions and four of 

the variables called "structural dimensions" of stratification central 

tendency, dispersion, flux, and crystallization. The findings regarding 

each of these are presented in Tables 1 through 4. For convenience the 

Tables 1-4 about here 

first three tables are ordered by status content variable; the last is 

devoted to status crystallization. Each table presents the information 

separately for men and for women. The samples are weighted to permit 

direct estimations of the respective parameters for each macroregion and 

for the nation (see D.S. Godfrey and D.B. Bills, "Weighting the 1973 PNAD 

sample to estimate multi-state and national parameters," this volume). 

Neither formal tests against null hypotheses nor confidence limits are 

presented. The sample sizes are so huge that almost any difference, no 

matter how minute or trivial would be labeled ·'statistically significant," 

and statistical estimates are very close to their respective parameters. 

The data concern all persons who reported working regularly 17 or more 

hours per week. Three basic statistics are presented, the mean (X), the 

standard deviation (S), and the coefficient of variation (SIX). The mean 

is of course the measure'of central tendency and the standard deviation 

provides the main evidence regarding dispersion. The coefficient of 

variation is used to permit comparisons with other status content dimensions 

(Allison, 1978) and for those who are interested in relative measures of 

dispersion. Because income distributions are usually skewed log normally 

the same data are presented in logrithmic form. 
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tandard deviation. log 
n (SIn) .B9 .B6 .95 .90 .B1 .96 .9B .92 .15 

lefficient of variation (S/X) 1.48 1.21 1.64 1.42 1.45 1.11 LSI 1.14 1.68 

)efficient of variation, Iog
n (Sln/ii) .Il .14 .14 .15 .Il .14 .15 ·.15 .13 

)er of cases 41,578 15,711 1,686 2,581 2,142 969 14.919 6,885 5.841 

rcel Original calculations tram an individual-level data-tape of the 197] National lIousehold Sample Survey of Brazil (PHA{) 191]). 

:liues given in annualized United States dollars of 1913. See D.D. Dills, "Measurin,} income in the 1913 PNAD,· this Volume. 

:>cioeconomic De'velopnEtnt scores. See "A socioeconomic regionalizatlon of Brazil, II this Volume. 

Ll persons who reported working regularly 17 or more hours per week. 

-
Women Hen 

264.01 1,455.16 

5.2S 6.7] 

400.47 2,369.23 

.65 .91 

1.52 }.63 

.12 .14 

2,771 72,365 

11 structural dimensions for which data are available, except status crystallization which is given in Table 4. Each statistic based on all data present. 

~D medians (Md). See note ~. 

Women 

68B.13 

6.04 

994.08 

.94 

1.44 

.16 

28,92] 
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w 
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Table 2. St["lIctu["al Vdriations in Occupational status'!! Amon9 Brazil's Socioeconomic £leveiopment (SED)Y Hac["oregion3} Dtlta on r.mployedY,.tmand Women (1973). 

Occupation,,1 Status by Hacro["egion for Hales and Fem31es 

17B)V 
South's 'jj 

(l2.5)V 
Old 

noV 
tle~·1 

Ill)V South Periphe["y (54) Frontier No["theast Northeast 
Structural Dimensions of 

Stratification!! Hen Women Hen Women Hen women M.o:!n W.;-men Hen H~~2n 

Central Tendenc~ 

Mean IX) 19.43 20.29 16.79 21.24 21.88 26.16 12.15 lJ.41 6.86 8.58 

Dispersion 

Standard Deviation IS) 18.B6 19.69 17.9B 20.44 IB.66 21.01 15.60 17.25 10.76 14.64 

Coefficient of Variation (SIX .97 .97 1.07 .96 .B5 .BO 1.2B 1.29 1.57 1.73 

Flux (Circulation Hobilitxl . 
Flux Coefficient 2-,§1 (1-1' fo .12 .6' .79 .15 .11 .79 .12 .76 .a5 .6] 

Number of cases 41,578 15,711 7,686 2,581 2,342 969 14,919 6,885 5,841 2,777 

Source: Original calculations from an individual-level data-tape of the 1973 Uatlonal Uousehold Sample Survey of Brazll (PNAD 1973). 

!/values given on a scale from 0-100, based on a canonical welqhting of specific occupations by the mean income and education of each. 

YSocioeconomic Development scores. See "A socioeconomic regionalization of Brazil," this Volume. 

YAll persons who I"epo["ted working regularly 17 or more hours per week. 

Brazil 

Men l·)Cr.:.COl 

16.69 17.80 

18.06 19.32 

1.08 1 .. 09 

.11 .7(1 

72,365 29,92] 

Y All structural dimensions for which data dre available, except status crystallization which is given in Table 4. Each statistic based on all data present. 

~s£o medians (Hd). See note y. 
Y F1ux coefficients (l-r-~fo)1 r2 is a coefficient of determindtionl (I_r.2) a coefficient of alientatlonJ f is fathers' (occupational) status, and £ is the 

·offspring's" or respondent's status. 
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Table 3. Structural variations in Educational Attainment!! Among Brazil's Socioeconomic Development (SED)~ Macroregions,Data on Employe~ Hen and Women 
(19HI. 

Educational Attainment Status by Hacroregion for Hales and Fem<lles 

South P81Y 
South's 5 

periphery (54)!! Frontier 1l2.51Y 
old 

(l21Y 
New 

(illY Northeast Northeast 
Structural Dimensions of 

Stratification!! Men Women Men Women Men WOlllen Men Women Men Women 

Central Tendenc~ 

Hean liil 4.86 5.29 4.15 5.05 4.81 5.84 2.54 2.13 1.71 1.62 

Dis~rsion 

Standard Deviation (SI 3.93 4.32 3.76 4.47 3.96 4.43 3.43 3.79 2.27 2.67 

Coefficient of VariatJo~ (SIXI .81 .82 .91 .89 .82 .76 1.]5 1.]9 1.33 1.65 

Number of Cases 41,578 15,711 7,686 2,581 2,]42 969 14,919 6,885 5,841 2,177 

Source~ Original calculations from An individual-level data-tape of the 197] National Household Sample Survey of Brazil (PNAD 197]). 

!!Education is given In approximate year-equivalents. 

lISocioeconomic Development scores. See -A socioeconomic reqionalization of Brazil,· this Volume. 

lIAll perSOns who reported working regularly 17 or more hours per week. 

Brazil 

Men Women 

4.05 4.32 

3.88 4.31 

.9. 1.00 

72,365 29,923 

itAII structural dimensions for which data are available, except status crystallization which is given in Table 4. Each statistic b&sed on all 9ata present. 

~SED medians (Md). See note ~: 
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Table 4. Status Crystallization!! Among Brazil"s Socioeconomic Developnent (SED)Y Hacroregions, Data on Employe~ Men and Women (1973). 

South (78)Y 
South's 4 

Periphery (54)11 Frontier 

Status Variables Hen WOmen Hen Women Hen 

Income x Occupational Status .23 .21 .16 .17 .26 

Income l( Education .27 .2] .18 .20 .28 

Occupational Status x Education .52 .65 .51 .67 .4' 

Sourcel Original calculations, National J~usehold Sample Survey of 8razl1, 197]. 

!!Bivariate shared variance (r 2). 

Status Crystallizationi! 

(32.5)Y 
Old 

(32)Y Northeast 

Women Hen Women 

.1' .27 .22 

.18 .2' .25 

.61 .53 .63 

~Socioeconomic Development Hedian scores. See -A sociological reqionalization of Brazil,- this Volume. 

~Reported to be working regularly 17 or more hours per week. 

Y SED medians. 

New 
(13)Y Northeast Brazil 

Hen Women Hen 

.13 .16 .24 

.16 .20 .28 

.35 .52 .53 

Women 

.23 

.25 

.65 

I ... ,... 
I 
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The Question of the Developing Amazonian Frontier. In the data to 

follow it will be noticed that the Frontier often seems out of line with 

the trend of variations in structural dimensions that appear to fit the 

other four macroregions. It is not clear why this is so, but at least 

three factors may make the Frontier data behave differently from other 

areas. First, the data were collected differently in the Amazon region. 

Because of the inordinately high cost of on-the-ground sampling and 

interviewing in the dense and Dnffiense forests, the interviewers were 

instructed to confine themselves to the urban areas. Even though the 

population density here is very low, given the enormous size of the land 

surface affected,it is possible that rather large urban bias have been 

introduced into the data in this macroregion. Second, for many years the 

government has been especially concerned to develop and populate the Amazon 

valley (Silva, 1967). The city of Manaus, for example, was made a tax-free 

area in the mid-1960s to encourage manufacturing and thus to serve as a 

"development pole" for the region. Though it is nearly 1,000 miles upstream 

from the coast, transoceanic freighters steam directly up its wharves. 

Roads are being built through the region. Along side the roads and rivers, 

new farming areas are being opened up and occasionally a manufacturing 

plant will be set up. Here and there, mining operations, some quite 

Substantial, are also being organized. The per capita capitalization of 

these efforts may be large. If so, it might well raise the averages of 

income, so, better paid, more educated workers whose education and occupational 

status is higher than would otherwise be expected may be attracted to the 

region. The third possible explanation of the anomalous behavior of the 

Frontier, may be mostly another way of looking at the second. Both de 

Touqueville (ld40)and Turner (1920) have argued that frontiers have special 

developmental consequences for people of European culture. They were 
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thinking of the United States of course. Touquevi11e mostly wrote about 

the incentives encouraged by the American's freedom from a landowning class; 

Turner, too, about the availability of land but also the resourcefulness 

induced by the demands of frontier life. This position would argue, 

not that the economies of frontiers attract unusually productive people 

but that frontier life induces traits of individual productivity. One 

would guess that most if not all of the anomolous scores of the Frontier 

are due to sampling and/or the urban concentration of the bulk of the 

population. 

The Question of Dispersion and Inequality. As we have seen researchers 

seem to think of inequality as a special kind, or set of kinds, of dispersion. 

When applied to distributions that are at least approximately normal or have 

been normalized by some appropriate transformation of the original metric, 

the standard deviation (S or 0) and its square (52 or6 2) have mathematically 

definite properties, and they measure the absolute dispersion of the empirical 

distribution of a variable. When divided by the mean (X) to yield the 

coefficient of variation (S/X). t~e resulting number permits comparisons 

of the relative dispersion of the empirical distribution of one variable 

with that of another (Allison, 1978), permiting statements of the kind, 

"Variable Y has a greater (or lesser) dispersion than variable X4 11 It 

would appear that the many measures of "inequality" regarding stratification 

variables go beyond unambiguous discriptions of dispersion, additionally 

specifying them in terms of one conception or another of good or just 

distributions. Some are unabashedly at least as ethical as analytical in 

concept, as noted by Allison (1978) and Frank and Webb (1977). Indeed there seemS 

to be a wide spread tacit consensus to the effect that when "share-distribution"--

relative dispersion-- measuresremain equal within a country Over time) or are 
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equal among countries/that somehow this is just. So injustice is thought 

to be done if share-distributions of a country increase , andlljustice is , 
done"if it decreases. Similarly a country is that thought to be more just 

than another if its share distribution is more equal. Those who do not wish 

to prejudge the ethical implications of a given distribution may prefer 

to employ the ordinary measures of dispersion of the standard deviation or 

variance, which' are clearly comparable as long as the sarne metric is used 

and the shapes of the distributions are approximately the same. The 

standard deviation is used herein. In the case of income, the dispersion 

of the natural logrithm is also presented. 

Income. The data on income central tendency and dispersion variations 

among development macroregions, for men and women, are presented in Table 1. 

The data are given in or computed from annualized United States dollars of 

1973, The mean and standard deviations of the original dollar distributions 

and of the log normal distributions are provided. Coefficients of variation 

for both distributions are also presented. 

For present purposes the breakdowns by sex are mainly to provide 

separate checks on the general trends, to avoid drawing the misleading 

conclusions that might be pcssible if the sexes were combined, and to allow 

interested researchers to examine sex differences. We do not deal with sex 

differences here, however, except to note that in each region the means and 

standard deviations are much higher for men than for women. The ratios of 

the means (X men/X women) ranges between 2.02 in the Developed South and 

2.33 in the South's Developing Periphery. The ratios of the standard 

deviations (S men/S women) are even greater, ranging between 2.26 in the 

Underdeveloped New Northeast and 2.70 in the South's Developing Periphery. 
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Regarding the central tendency, the main trend is a general rise in 

income with regional development, regardless of whether. on~ looks at the 

data for men or for women regarding the means of income or the log trans-

formations of income. For the Developed South (whose SED score is 78), 

the South's Developing Periphery (SED = 54), the Unevenly Developed Old 

Northeast (SED: 31), and the Underdeveloped New Northeast (SED: 13) the 

dollar trends are almost linear. The unexpected finding is that the 

Developing Amazonian Frontier (SED: 31.5) appears to be out of line. 

The same trends, including curve location of the Frontier are evident 

for the standard deviations of the dollar distributions--a more or less 

linear positive trend of S. by SED, except for an upward jog for the 
l.ncome 

Frontier. The rest of the dat.a appear to be less useful. The stand.ard 

deviations of the logs are misleadingly close for men and women, and equally 

misleadingly make it appear that there is a curvilinear relationship between 

SED and income variability. The macroregional SED variations of the 

coefficients of variation are even more deceiving and are to be disregarded.· 

It seems almost certain the Frontier anomalies are genuinely special cases, 

and should be held in abeyance for now. So the unsurprising 

general conclusion is that rnacroregional mean income and dispersion of 

income rise with macroregional socioeconomic development. 

Occupational status. The corresponding data for occupational status, 

together with data on father-to-offspring fluxJor circulation mobility, are 

given in Table 2. Here, too, sex differences are of general interest. 

Contrary to the data on income, the mean occupational status scores for 

women exceed those of men in each macroregion, ranging from a ratio of sex 

means (X men/X women) of .79 in the South's Developing Periphery to .95 in 

the Developed South. The same is true of the ratios of the dispersions, 
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ranging from .73 in the Underdeveloped New Northeast to .95 in the Developed 

South. The flux coefficients, however, yield a mixed pattern of small 

differences: .94 in the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast to 1.05 in the 

South's Developing Periphery. 

It will be recalled that the Occupational Status Index is based upon 

Brazilian data and has theoretical range of 100 to zero. The highest 

scoring of the 93 categories is indeed 100 and includes Engineers, Architects, 

and Geologists. The lowest, at zero, consists of cigar and cigarette makers. 

Farm laborers score one, small farm operators 11, heavy machine operators 

17, mechanics 22, postal delivery workers 27, primary and secondary school 

teachers 56, university professors 92, judges 97, etc. The means for the 

five socioeconomic development microregions range from a low of 6.86 (men 

in the Underdeveloped New Northeast) to 26.16 (women in the Developing 

Amazonian Frontier). Scores of seven and lower are the equivalent of 

unskilled blue collar workers and farm laborers. Scores of, say 20 or 30 

are about the equivalent of skilled clerical workers, skilled operators, 

and foremen. Another way of looking at the meaning of the scores is to 

indicate that only three percent of the employed men have scores of 60 or 

more: 42 percent have scores less than ten. 

The central tendency trends for occupational status are more or less 

like those for income, but they are not identical. Apart from the anamolous 

Frontier data, which are much higher (21.88) than any other, the SED trend is nearl: 

linear. For men, it mounts from a low of 6.86 for the Underdeveloped New 

Northeast, through 12.15 for the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast, 16.79 for 

the South's Developing Periphery, to 19.43 for the Developed South. The 

women's trend, however, appears to be slightly curvilinearJeven allowing 

"for the Frontier. For the New Northeast, the occupational status score is 
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8.58; the Old Northeast is 13.41; for the Frontier, 26.16; for the South's 

Developing Periphery it is 21.24; for the South it goes down to 19.43. 

The dispersion trends do not conform perfectly to any predictable 

trend, either. True, for males and females they both rise from the New 

Northeast through the Old Northeast, to the Frontier. After that they are 

almost flat. (The macroregional SED variations in the coefficients of 

variation (CV) are misleading: the higher the mean, the lower the CV.) 

The flux trends are not compl~tely clear, although the overall pattern 

may make sense in general, and the main anomoly may make sense in Brazil. 

It should be recalled that flux or circulation mobility refers to temporal 

(T
l

, T
2
)variations net of structural mobility. Total mobility in Brazil has in

creased substantially as measured from father to son and most of the increase 

is structural (Pastore, 19827). This is true for all regions. Using a 

different scale and a more refined regionalization. the present analysis of men 

too finds that the average "distance of upward mObilityU (sons I scores 

minus fathers' scores) varies directly with development level--except for 

the Frontier, of course, whose residents started higher, ended higher, and moved a 

greater distance to get there. The women's trend is a bit different, 

however~ The greatest average mobility "distance" was travelled by women 

in the Periphery, with the Frontier and the South following close behind; 

the shortest,by those of the New Northeast, nearly the same by those of the 

Old Northeast. A flux coefficient, on the other hand measures the degree 

to which a person's status is, within the status parameters of his or her 

societal unit, free of control by his or her fathers' status. In this 

sense, it turns out that flux or circulation mobility tends to decrease 

with the level of development. But Unevenly Developed Old Northeast is 

the main exception here. Its flux line is quite low for women and much lower 

than the trend line would lead on to expect for men. 
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In summa~y regarding structural variations in occupational status with 

variations in macroregional development in Brazil: Except for the anomolous 

Frontier data, mean central tendency levels and dispersion vary more or 

less linearly and directly with macro regional SED levels. The variation 

in flux levels is generally the reverse of what sociologists might have 

expected: the higher the SED level, the lower the flux level. For men, 

the Frontier departs slightly from this trend--circulation mobility is a 

little lower among Frontiersmen than would be expected for a linear 

F x SED trend. But among women and especially among men, the circulation 

mobility is much lower in the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast than one 

would predict from a linear SED x F regression line. In other words, on the 

whole, occupational status central tendency and dispersion vary positively, 

while circulation mobility varies negatively with macro regional socioeconomic 

development in Brazil. The main exception is in the Frontier, and this may 

be due either to the Frontier economy or to bias in sampling. Also noteworthy 

is the dramatic drop in circulation mobility in the Old Northeast. 

Educational Attainment. These data are presented in Table 3. As in 

the case of income and occupational status, both central tendency and 

dispersion increase more or less linearly with SED, except for the Frontier. 

Status Crystallization. Table 4 presents these data. Following 

2 Covello and Bollen (1979), the covariances (r ) of each pair of status 

central variables are analyzed separately. "~en plotted (in graphs not 

presented here), they show a number of useful patterns. We look first at those 

that are mrerly useful background items, then second at those pertaining to SED 
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and status crystallization. 1) The degree of crys.tallization of occupational 

status and education (at .35 to .67) is much higher than either of the 

other two types (.16 to .28). 2) The tie between education and occupational 

status is much higher for women (.52 - .67) than for men (.35 - .53). 

The main apparent trend, cutting across all the six comparisons (each 

pair of status content variables by sex) is that crystallization tends to 

increase wtih macro regional level of socioeconomic development. Two main 

anomalies, seen before, also appear here. The Frontier a~pears to be a bit 

more crystallized than would be expected, no doubt as part of the more general 

Frontier Phenomenon. The Unevenly Developed Old Northeast also appears 

to be more crystallized than would be guessed from the trend line; this 

is probably an accurate reading. In the one other comparison that has 

been made of status crystallization by levels of development (industrialization) 

the findings appear to be about the same. Covello and Bollen (1979) also 

report that status crystallization appears to increase with industrialization. 

Summary. The general findings are mostly in line with what one would 

expect, most anomolies due tceither a peculiarity of the Frontier 

or to the especially "rigid" stratification of 

the Northeast. Ignoring the Frontier, the following structural variations 

in stratification by macroregional SED have been found: 1) The central 

tendencies of all status variables rise with development. 2) The dispersion 

of all status variables rise with development. 3) Occupational status flux 

or circulation mobility falls with development. 4) Crystallization tends 

to rise with development. Despite the above, both the flux level and the 

degree of status crystallization are higher in the Old Northeast than 

would be predicted from the rest of the data pOints (less the Frontier, of 

course). The overall cross-sectional picture of Brazil, then, is one in 
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which individual statuses indeed rise with macroregional development levels. 

This is another way of visualizing the familiar increase in structural 

mobility with development. As these statuses rise, they also become more 

varied. But the rise is accompanied by a decrease in intergenerat-ional 

circulation mobility relative to the status of origin (fathers' occupational 

status), and an increase in status crystallization. 

The Unevenly Developed Old Northeast does not quite conform to this trend 

of status "rigidityl1 increasing with development; its "rigidities" exceed 

those that would be predicted from the main trend-lines. 
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Status Attainment and Development 

Problem and method. As we have seen, definitive research on status 

attainment in relation to development has not yet emerged, although there 

is a small amount of suggestive work available (Holsinger, 1975; Lin and 

Yauger, 1975; Hansen, 1977). This is true despite the fact that more or 

less systematic hypotheses concerning the matter have been available for 

years. Within the United States there is a long tradition of status 

attainment research though it has little to do with development. From a 

social psychological perspective, this work has recently been reviewed by 

Haller (1982). The present essay is an attempt to provide the first 

systematic analysis of status attainment and development. For employed 

men and women, it compares successively, by socioeconomic development (~ED) 

level of Brazilian macroregions, the metric (unstandardized) regression 

coefficients of a number of recently codified antecedents of education, 

occupational status, and income (and log inco~e). The antecedents of 

education are age and two social origin variables, father's class and 

occupational status. Those of occupational status include education and its 

antecedents, plus three variables describing the labor markets in ,·,hich 

the workers participate--the SED or general quality of the local (microregional) 

labor markets, urban versus rural labor markets, and internal vs. noninternal 

labor markets. All of the foregoing variables are used as the antecedents 

of income (or log income). 

All individual data were taken from the 1973 Household Sample Survey 

of Brazil (reported elsewhere in this.Volume}, and are weighted to permit 

generalization to states, regions, and the nation (see Godfrey, this Volume). 

Only persons of 20-64 years of age who worked regularly 17 or more hours 

per week are included herein. 
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The dependent variables are years of formal education, as estimated 

'from a detailled set of responses to categorical questions (such as, 

"Did you attend school?", Did you complete primary school?", etc., through 

the university level). The distinctions are fine enough so that the means 

and other statistical esimtates of year-equivalents completed are surely 

very close to reality. Hore important for present purposes, they are 

precisely comparable among regions. Occupational status was measured by a 

canonically weighted score reported in Bills and Godfrey (this Volume). 

Income and its natural logrithm were taken from reports of weekly or monthly 

earnings and other income and are stated in annualized United States 

dollars pf 1973 (Kelley and Bills, this Volume). 

For the most part, the independent variables are measured as in the 

paper, "Antecedents of income: complementary hypotheses from conflicting 

theories?"(this Volume), although subsequent experience and reflection 

have helped to understand one or two of them a bit better than was the 

case when that essay was written. 

Fatherts occupation, is also called "status origin." It is one of 

the variables describing the individual's social origins, and is measured 

by the same canonical scale used for the individual's occupational status. 

Class origin refers to a parsimonious conception of the social class in 

Marxian and Dahrendorfian terms (Robinson and Kelley, 1979). Persons 

identified as self-employed employers are considered to be "capitalists," 

and those who are employees or are self-employed without employees are 

considered to be "workers." This is consistent with the Robinson-Kelley 

stance and apparently with practice in Harxian socialist countries. In 

the most fully "socialized" nation.s, private economic activities are 

permitted as long as one person does not employ another. Of course, many 
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of the people thus labeled as "capitalists" are small operators, and the 

literature is confused as to the role of size of holdings on the definition 

of the term. Yet owning the means of production and exploiting the labor of 

o.thers is clearly the core of the "relations of production." Size is 

another matter, and most of the status effects of size are surely included 

in the effects of fathers' occupational status. Class origin thus may miss 

the size effects of capitalist origins, but those are picked up by fathers' 

position in the occupatinal status hierarchy. The variable here called 

"class origins" captures the unique effects of father's capitalist/non-

capitalist class, net of the effects of his occupational status and other 

variables. 

Age in years is the third antecedent variable. This is frequently used 

as a proxy for "experience." It surely includes an experience component, 

but it may include more. In this analysis we include only the linear 

effects of age. The well-known quadratic effects are ignored. 

Three labor market variables are introduced into the explanation of occupationa 

status and income differences. They are metropolitan!nonmetropolitan residence; 

micro regional socioeconomic development (MR SED), and internal/noninternal 

labor market. Urban-rural residence distinguishes between those who 

resided in a metropolitan area from those who did not (as defined for 

purposes of PNAD 73--the Pesquisa Nacional de Amostragen par Domicilios or 
I 

National Hou5ehold Sample Survey of 1973). This is taken to be a way of 

conceiving of labor market segmentation. Brazil's population tends to be 

concentrated in large cities and in rural areas. The urban area wages 

respond to the requirements of manufacturing and other more or less 

specialized activities. In the rural areas, wages tend to be quite low 

(Haller, Tourinho, Bills and Pastore, 1981; also this Volume). l-Te assume 

that metropolitan wages and occupational status, as ·well as the demand for 
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education are driven higher by the urban occupational structure, and that 

the opposite is true for rural status. 

The MR SED is taken as another measure of the quality of the local 

labor market. It is now known that Brazil's 360 continental microregions 

differ greatly in socioeconomic development (SED») that this variable is 

unifactorial (Haller, 1982, in press; also this Volume), and that it 

includes the level of industrialization of the micro region. Microregional 

SED has been scored from zero to 100. It has been found that only a few 

of the MRs are highly industrialized, 20 at most. All are among those 

with the highest SES scores. But many non-industrial MRs also have high 

SED scores. 

It is assumed that, net of all else,economic activity reflected in high SED 

levels drives wages up, and conversely for low SED. So SED is employed as 

a second labor market segmentation variable. 

A third labor market segmentation variable is called internal-noninternal 

labor market participation (Taira, 1977). In the case of Brazil this is an 

unusually easy variable to measure on a worker. All civil servants and 

all those who have a signed "labor card" are considered to be participants 

in an internal labor market. The government and the larger companies both 

are required to provide a series of social benefits for workers who have 

completed and continued beyond a certain minimum service, usually six months. 

In the private sector, such trusted employees are given signed work cards. 

Internal advancement rights are among the perquisites of having a signed work 

card or of being in civil service. Private sector employees lacking signed 

work cards have no such rights (Pastore and Haller, 1982, in press; also 

this Volume). Those who have these advantages have an especially high degree 

of security as well as advancement rights. 
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Taken together, then, with education and occupational status)income 

(or log income),. is regressed on all of the above. In the analysis to follow, 

we compare metric regression coefficients across development macroregions 

for both sexes. The largest sample sizes for education are presented 

first, followed by those used for occupational status and income (and log 

income) are in parentheses for the five regions are: Developed South -

41 578 (31 586) men, 15 711 (8 791) women; the South's Developing Periphery -

7 686 (5 942) men, 2 581 (1 658) women; Developing Amazonian Frontier -

2 342 (1 641) men, 969 (602) women; Unevenly Developed Old Northeast -

14 919 (11 804) men, 6 885 (3 918) women; Underdeveloped New Northeast -

5 841 (4 501) men, 2 777 (1 320) women. These figures vary downwards for 

certain variables in certain samples. The exact data are given in Addendum 1, 

which also presents the means, standard deviations, bivariate sample sizes, 

and correlation coefficients for each sample as these were used in the 

larger samples available for education. Addendum 2 presents all regressions 

for the full sample ("All Regions"). Addendum 4 shows correlacion matrices 

for the regressions of occupational status, income, and log income. It is 

based on the bivariate data given in Addendum 4. The nominal definitions 

of all computer acronyms for variables are presented in Table S. 

Table 5 About Here 

Results. The results are presented in 40 regression tables generated 

for sexes (2) by dependent variables (4) by regions (5). They are numbered 

in three-digit decimals. The left-hand digit is 1 for men or 2 for women. 

The middle digit is 1 for education, 2 for occupational status, 3 for income, 

and 4 for log income. The right-hand digit is 1 for the Developed South 

(SED=78), 2 for the South's Developing Periphery (SED=54), 3 for the 

Developing Amazonian Frontier (SED=32.5), 4 for the Unevenly Developed Old 
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Table 5. Nominal Definitions of Computer Acronyms and Ranges of Variables. 

'Computer Nominal Definition 
Acronym 

ED 

CANOCC 
INCOME 

LNINC 
URBRUR 

SCORE 

FCANOCC 

INTLAMKT 

CLSSORGN 

(Abbreviations in parentheses) 

Education in estimated year-equivalents 
Canonical occupational status score (SES) 
Annualized income in United States 

dollars of 1973 
National logarithm of INCOME 
Metropolitanll-Nonmetropolitan residence 

(a labor market variable: Metro/ 
Nonmetro) 

Microregional socioeconomic development 
score (a labor market variable: MR SED) 

Father's canonical occupational status 
score (a social origin variable: Father's 
SES) 1/ 

Internal- -Non internal labor market 
participation (Int/Nonint) 

Father's occupationa~ class, self
employed employerl.l ( .. capi talist") 
versus other (class origin) 

!IThis side of the dichotomy is scored 1. 

Range 

0-17 
0-100 

0-1 

0-100 

0-100 

0-1 

0-1 



Northeast (SED=31), and 5 for the Underdeveloped New Northeast (SED= 13). 

Ihe decimal numbers for these tables run from 1.1.1 for "Men--Education-

Developed South" to 2.4.5 for "Women--Log income--Underdeveloped Old 

Northeast." These tables present the details. The conclusions are drawn 

from graphs of them which are not presented here. 

Tables 1.1.1 through 2.4.5 after this page 



PARTIAL CIIRHELA',OHS AHO CORRECTED R~GR~SSIONS FOR HOR~ING N~N 

FILE WKGHlN (CREAIIUN O,TE • 04/\0/Rll 
9UaF~Lf WKGH~~~!_ 

PAG[ .......... ::1' 

A A A ' •••• * * • • * • _ • * * * * • * •• H U l T J P l E REG RES S tON * * * * * * * * • * * • * VARIABLE LUT 
R[GRESSION LUI 

~ __ ::11 

"'II 

NUL TlPLE R 
R SUI/ARE 
ADJUSTEl R· $nUARE 
S UNOIRO ERROH 

.SlJ700 

.35641 
;15635 

3.09R6U 

HANOCC ... AGE·· ... 
CLSSORGN 

ANALYSIS UF VARIANCE OF 
REGRESSION 3. 
RESIDUAL )4090.· 

SUM OF SQUARES 
161259.16505 

···12n08.a9n~ 

HEAN SQUARE 
U419.12168 

9;60130 

" 
"' 
"I 

" 
n 
,. 
,. , 

629~!8~9.~~~_ "' 

"' 
"' 
" 
"' --.-_.-._ •••• -_.- VARIARlES IN TltE EQUillON .---••• --•• ---.-.- _.~_._ ••• __ •• VARIABLE8 NOT IN THE EQ~ATION •••••••••••••• 

VARIABLE 

FCAIWCC 
AGE 
CLSSORGN 
(CONSTANT) 

6 

.1t110981+000 
-. tl SOQ 9 b6.nOI 

.1556507+001 
!1.i!,H 71l)t~ot 

.soon 
-.I33S4 

.1121la 

ALL VARIABLES AHE IN TI'E EUIlATION 

~001l6 
,00141 
.06111 

14694.38] 
941.461 
6UQ.llb4 

SHTlSTlCS >lHICH CANNOT HE CO"PUTED AIlE PRINTED AS ALL NIII£5. 

" PARTIAL - TOLER4NCE- _ .. -·--r---·-" 
1 
en 

'" 1 "' 
"' 
" 

" 
" 
" 

--...j" 

" ., 
., 
'" " , 

" 
" ., 
" 
" 
" ., 
• , .' 

, '" 
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PARTIAL COROUATIONS AND enR"EeTEO REGRESSIONS FOil WORKING "EN r"q(I.;J IIlvif'4.PI"'~ 

FILE WKGHEN (CREATION nATE • 04/10/82) 
SUBFILE WKG"EN, 

J?4,,,,,,n \" 
04118/8Z P10~ IZ 

l • * • * • * * * • A * * * * * * * * * * •• H U l TIP L E REOREsa ON. • • • • • • • • • • •• VAAIABLE LIST 

DEPENDENT VARIA~LE" EO 

V~RIABLE(S) ~NTERED ON STEP "tJ"O~1l 

HUL TlPLE R 
R SQUARE 
lOJdSTED R SQUARE 
STAUOARO ERROR 

,51118 
.28428 

"; 21' 3qij 
l,Il180 

FCANoec AGE ---
CLSSORGN 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 

- RE§ltiiJ_L -

•••••••••••• ----- VARIABLES IU THE EQUATION • ________________ _ 

VARIAnLe -

Fe ANoce 
AGE 
CLSSORGN 
(CONSTANT) 

B 

.11H9.20000 
-.S9143b2-001 

.111111'0001 
! ~~~ 7 ~ I, 2,7 + ~IlJ ... __ 

.'15809 
-.185S1 
,09Th 

ALL VARIAHLES ARE IN THE EOU'TloN 

~OOH' 
.0014Z 
,IZ180 

IT51.90b 
Z9',lbi 

80.55Z 

Of SUH OF SQUAREa 
1. Z435b.83Zbb 

bi!52~ - - ------- 61326.15992 

H[AN SQUARE 
8118.'44ZZ 

'.80811 

REGAESSION qST 

, 
8~'_!!'~~'--_ 

.-~-------•• - VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION _ •••• -_.-._.--

J 
lJ> 

'" t 

• SUTISTle~ ."ICII omlOT BE cnHPU'EO APE PRI"TEO AS ALL NINES. 

• 
ct 

• 
• 
•• 
• 

i 

• 
! • 



PARTIAL (OHNELATIUNS AND cunREeTED REGR[SSIONS FOR "OR~ING "EN PAGE 12 

FILE "KGMEN (CAEATION nATE. 0"/IO/8Z1 
SUBFILE "KGHEN. 

f'i

l
.··· • • • • • • • • • • • • * • * • • • * * * * • H U L TIP L E REG REa S ION * • • * * * * * * * * * * VARIAaLE LIST 

REGRESSION k.IST 

I . 

! ".! 
"i OEP[NOENT VARU.RLE •• 

r'.1 

1
';:1 
,''''i 
',1.. 

k'i 
I ," 

I:·:. . HULT I .. PLE R :.:1 R aull.RE 
",,' - -ADJustEO' it saL,.IiE f:' _ STANDARD ERNOR 

I':.' 

EO 

.1I)(Jbqb 

.3211'~ 
; 320;1oi 
3.27H~ 

fC~~QH_ 
AGE 
CLSSORGN 

ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 

-- - -.-.-- ........ ---." - REstbUAL ... " --" 

.-------.---_._._-

SUH OF SQUAREa 
naa.72581 

--- -iaUo;olliJii& . 

H!AN SQUARE 
28b2.90860 
'10,14055 

--.--._._-_.- VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION _ .. ---.--_._.-i.1 --.......... ~~.-_~ "VARIABLES Jr' TilE EQUATION 

•. V4RlillLt BB[TA"STO ERjj(iRB-'" --," -~,,- -,,-. vfiiTASLE ----nf,CHr 
'.,' 
I 

i-,. 
I • 
i .1 
1 .. .:1 
! 
I· 

Ii 
I 
1 
I . 

• I .1 

I 

! 
( 

HAtlOCC 
AGE -
CLSSORGN 
f..C!l~nA~T ! 

.12075~"+OOO .~?2'7 ~90q99 S~5.75~ 
•• b26"bis·ooi '.17678 ,00715 76.686 

.1637"12+001 ~12110 .27425 35.b4B 
_" .~~~.~!.~~·~!lL_" " __________ ~._" __ ~ ____ ,, __ ,, .. _,,... .. __ ... " .. " ___ . 

ALL VARIABLES ARE Jrl TilE EQl'A"O",-

STATISTICS ""IC.l CANNOT HE COIiPIITED ARE PRINTED AS ALL tlINES. 

--------... -.. -,,--.~ ..... - ... ,,-,,-- -_. 

--.-.. ----.--- •. -_.~-_.- -.--.~ ~.-... - _.--- -- ... _--.-.--.. ··-r .--.-------1' 



PARTIAL CuRRELATIONS ~"O CORRECTEOREGRESSIUNS fOR WORKING MEN {/!!t<V,.#<,(0~!\B/8i PAGE IZ 

FILE W~GHE" (CREATION DATE. 04/10/R21 
SU6fllE WKG~~N. 

• • * * • • • * • * * • * • * * * * * * * • * H U l , I P L E 
.. ,' 
"j DEPENbENT V~RliBLE.. EO 

" 

;.' ... VA~l~~LE~S) .~~!rE~~~ ~J.j S~~,p. ~!"~~~~_ .. !Ie 

,'"( 

•• _1 

FCANOCC 
AGE ---
CLSSORG" 

JJ~V$(....'P*I} pLh N"lIrlt-¥".-IT 

,. 
, REG R E 8 SID N ••••••••••••• YARIA8L! LIST 1 • 

REG~£8S 1011 L! Sf, , ! " 
", 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" HUL TlPLE R .56403 At!ALYSlS Of VARIANCE OF SUH Of SQUIRES MEAN SQUARE f " 

" R SQlIARE .~~?~~- REGRESSION 
ADjUSTED ii SQlJA'R't .3.187 

-- _. ,- . - -- RESiiiuAL " 
If 1 

,'I SUtlOARO ERROR 2.bbbllO 

• . VARIAeLES .-........ _---_ .. IN THE EQUITION .-.... _-_.-._ .. ---
VARIABLE R BETA alP ERROR 8 , 
fCANOCC .159.5?B·~on ~~'~~L :~m~ 548?809 
AGE ' , -.281"50-001 '-.10342 iOI.658 

i CLSSORGN .f'90QQQi.OOO .07215 • ~9081 96.i15 
I lCO'lSUNTI __ ._?~~b~51·_0QI. "---,-- -- --- ---- -- .- ---.-- .-

ALL YARIA8LES ARE IN THE EQUATIQH 

STATISTICS WHICH CANNOT BE COI1P'ITEn IRE PRINTED IS ALL NINES. 

3. 46289 48295 
"12525; ------ -- 8904i1!69ijd 

15429.82765 
-," -'.10968 ~! 7~.2~!~L '" 

"' 
"' 
" 
~r_ 

.-._ ••••••••• VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION ••••••• ----••• 
" :yAiij'ABLE-----sth iN -- ;4RtUL -- TOLERANt! '''----r-------l; 

I 
0'\..._ IJ" 

~ 

I "' 
" 
"' 

~Z, 

" ... -"._._._--- -'-~---'- --- --~-- ---'-----1::i 
" ., 
" 
" ., 
., 
" 
" 
" 
"' • 

• 

, 



PAR riAL CORRELATIONS AND CO~RtCTEO REGR~SSIONS FOR WORKING 

FILE WKGHEN (CREATlnll nATE. O./IO/ft?) 
SURFILE WKGMEII, 

MEN tltV44f1 U/Cv,,;-?£ /1 ~p 

/1'''14' NOl rtr£:(J-1 r 
O~/I~/U PAGE 12 

~ • * • • * * • • • * • • * • • * * * * * •• M U L , I P L E REG RES 8 ION ••••••••••••• VARIABLE LIST 

DEPENDENT VARIA~LE.. EO 

HULTIPLE R 
R SUIIARE 
ADJUSTED R SQIIARE 
STANDARD ERROR 

.022Q] 
..I~.,AA7 
.178H 

2.01513 

FCANOCC 
AGE
ClSSORGN 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 
REGRESSION 3 • 
RE~16ti~L- ~8~8. 

SUM Of SQUARES 
4308.60552 

. "1 9tH. !i69as . 

MEAN SQUARE 
14H,l0 180 

.- -- Q,Ob1l8 

REGRE8S10~. LUT 

f 
. _]~3,"'61~! __ _ 

- •• - ••• -------••• VARtAOLES IN 'liE EQUATION ••••••• _ ••• _ •••••• ••••••••••••• VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION •••••••• _ ••••• 

VARIABLE R REtA STP ERROR B F 

FCANOCC .125a~b6+009 .4.1 83 ~00~15 ebe.eno 
AGE -.17Q09QQ·OOI -.OQb6Q ,00201 55.268 
CLSSORGN -.5431036-001 -~OO1\. .IOb02 .262 
(CONSTAUl! - ._.~~q~~7~+o9~ . .. --_. ,._---

ALL VARIABLES ARE IN THE EQIIATION 

STATISTICS WHICII C.NNOT BE CO"P'ITEO ARE PRItITED AS ALL ·NINES, 

PARtiAL TOi-fRANC£- F 

I 
0-
N 
I 

-. ------- ------------E! 

) 

) 
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FiLE 'IF tI 

Ir • .. .. .. .. .. iii * .. .. .. " • .. .. .. .. .. .. • oil. H II L , J P l F. ~ F. G R F sst 0 N ............ * • .. .. • ... VARIABLf LIST 1 

nEPlN"E~T VARIAHLE •• 

"Ut "PLE " 
R SUUAPf:" 

(At'Hlee 

.71.77 0 

.S8 q ],7 

.'5A Q2f!. .lOJII$ TEll H SOIlAPE 
STAtHHRO Eu~nu tl.?2~11 

._.----------_ .. - VARJAfll.FS IN THf tUlIl'JON 

VAPIAfllf " ~fU. sro 

Ufo/f'kIJU • 3b 7Q7Q'hOO 1 .O'JAI,9 
scnRE .1to Al]I4\_001 .0151' 
FCAtmre .lhl Q7 1o+oIJO .I~o •• 
'Gf .130SARlItt)OO .o7 QQ 7 
ItHlRHK T .C;q QbO ootnnl ... 117 
ClSsnRGN _,11471IA+OO" _.001711 
EO .lAO,TtI".n!)1 .'iAb71), 
(CON,'AUT) _.771u"'7QtOot 

Al.l VARtA~LfS ARf "~I Hlf rUtl4'lflN 

U~IlPIJ'" 
S.(OR( 
FrANOCC 
AGE 
1 Nll.RHt<T 
CI.SSOPr.N 
E~ 

ANALYSIS OF V'R1A~ICE 

REGRESSION 
RESIDUAL 

.-----------------
E RRCH-/ H F 

, "Oil "22.07. 
,.001'31 1O.·lO 
,00 5~0 A 10 ,lOA 
.00000 .59.0~8 

~ I~U5 1551,51" 
.2.A07 .2'IQ 
~n1215 Iboon.}.} 

STATiSTICS tlHlCl1 CANtHlT Itf CII It PIJTf0 H'E PRINT[O AS ALL ~IINES. 

OF 
7. 

115bO. 

SU" OF SQUARfS 
b4"0101,5072b 
lIQA10QI.2955b 

MHN SQUAR! 
920014,50104 

142,17495 

"EGRESSION LIST ~ 

__ ._ •• __ ••• __ VARIARLt8 NOT IN THE f.QU'TJn~ _._--------.-. • 

VA.I,ALE RE TA IN paRTIAL rOLE RANCE 
t 

0-
W 
I 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• .. 

, I 
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• 
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• 
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.. 
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.. 
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• 

• 

• 
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FILl 

.......................... t-tlll.TIPLt REG R f 5 5 I 0 ~ ...................... .... V4~t4Hlt l.tS' t 

~lPtNnE'~T VARJAIILE •• 

-Ul.lIPU H 
p S~U'RE 
AO.IUSTf.O ti SQIJ4~E 
STANf)AJ.lD ERIWt. 

,7S251 
.Sbh28 
.5oS17 

11.12 9 9b 

... -.-.. _ ..... -.. VAlIIAHl£S 

VA.I·ALE H 

'JPt\f,'IIH .1'921134+0QI 
SCOHr ,94\3571-002 
FONOCC •• 72i!1t1 Q tClOR 
AGE ,II QS70l+00n 
INTLR"" I .bb7h tl HI'+OOI 
rlSSORG'1 .Q2nQOQ?-OOI 
EO .?ft141bl 'hoot 
(CONS lANT) -.tlJ81~b".onl 

III THE lUIJ.lTlON 

REf' 5 TIl 

,OS]I] 
.OOb5b 
.11lH 
,0176tl 
,I 78 U 
.OOlb/\ 
• 591155 

ill VARlltilfS AlfF. rrJ tHE [1)11.",0'1 

"RUUI ... 
ScOHI 
FCANIICC 
lGE 
[NTtBHKJ 
(:1. SSOHGN 
EO 

AN'LYSIS OF V'.IANCE 
RtGR[SSIOII 
HESlnllAL 

.-._.-_ ... _._._ ... 
f PHOR iI F 

~1717S 2b,70b 
.01475 .~O9 
; 0 IlBJ 155,12" 
,01112 7S,'85 
,.lb7bl ]?Q,781 
.4"172 .0]& 
~ 050QQ 111 8 .17' 

S'.USTJCS wu,rll C'.N,.,'" n( Cn·'PUlEO AwE" rUltJT[O AS Alt. N[tI[S. 

OF 
7, 

SQ]4, 

SUH Of SQIIAPE S 
I ObbOO~, 51]47 
81&470,0741' 

Hf AN SQUA.f 
15228&,01050 

111,5'18b 

REGHES51nN LI51 4 

F 
1I0b,ROI9Z 

._. ___ ._._. __ V1RIARlES NOT IN THE EQUATION ------~.--.~ •• 

V .... HlE Rf Tl 1/1 PA~TIAL TOLER.NCf , 
I 

'" P-
I 
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PAr.f. 10 

Fllt 

• _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. ~ IJ L TIP L f U E G R [ ~ 5 ,ON •• * • • • • • • • • •• VARIAHLE LIST 
RtGRESSION LIST " 

O(PlHI1ENJ VARI'"l[ •• 

MULTIPLE" 
R FtfJII4RE 

C ANorc 

.72'Zl 

.52011 

.~'~II ADJUSTED J.t SUIJIRE 
SlAUIHlm l~RnR Il.CnAIJQ 

iJRtlRIlR 
SCORE 
F"C4NOCC 
Ar,E 
INTLRHKT 
ClSsnRGN 
En 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 
oESIDUAL 

.. __ ._._---.----- VARIlllLCS (N HIE f~UAT IUN .-----------------
VAP IARE II RETA !IlTn tRHOP " F 

UIlPIWH .18lbl)f1+00C .OO'J7A ~qa035 .Ibe. 
s[n,If. -.Jb2'85So-0u2 -.DOJf'" .02251 .02b 
fCUIOCC .t591t"'''+OI)O .1\A tlb .onn 1160.60714 

AGf .17(1RIJbl+OOO .10Z1!J .02'b2 B.2R) 
INllf21HKJ • 'i(l6~qb/ftOU 1 .11b 1n .10061 5l.H1 
CLS~I1IU;N .AIjj')Ijl&,JStUO(' .0 t ]11 /1 I ~ 11 n. .SAa 
Ell .2R010(,tQ+OOl • bOO' I) .10012 11b.1? • 
(COllST."'IT) _.22ARA~-;.ont 

ALL VAAJAHlt:S ARF If\! Tllf rrljl"l1n~1 

SfAltsflCS ... urr.w CAtHlnT tH: rf'itPrtTEIl A(IF PI?HITl:.O AS All "IHI[5. 

DF 
7. 

I.B. 

SliM OF SUUARES 
2QU52.blb15 
l7H11.5"lbB 

'"'E"'" SllUARE 
"2H~.ORB02 

167.40 a50 

___ ---------- VARIABLES NOT I~ THE [OUATION --.-----------

paRTIAL TOL~RANCf f I 
a
vo 
I 
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F I l.I "f" 
••••• " ••••••••••••••••• HIJLfIPlE. H f G RES S I ON. • • • • • • • • • • •• VARtABI.! LIST 

REGRESSION LIS! 0 

D~PLNnENT VARIARI.f •• 

"UL TlrLE " 
R SI~(IARl 

.lOJIIS TEO R Sr.lu4.U£ 
!H A NOARO E RROIl 

[""wr.e 

.7bbJiJ 
,58 721 
.'iAl0] 

q.7b Qtll 

IIAnRtJR 
SCO~( 

FCANOCC 
UtE 
INTL~~'T 
flSSnAGN 
!O 

ltl4lYSIS OF VAQIUICE OF 
PEeRESS rON 7, 
PEsrOIlAL 111 0 b, 

SUM OF SDUAPES 
Ib01 0 02,OS28" 
11?5825,~sol' 

HE AN SUlURE 
22'l1ll1l8.8bUbQ 

oS,QQll1 

.-.. _-------_.-.- VIIPI'ltlF.S 'N THE f.mu , IOu .--_ ..... ------_.- _ •••••• _ ••• _. VARr'~LES NOT IN THE EQUATION .--••••••••••• 

VAA1UIlf. " UET' STn [RRtlR " F VApPSL'f BE TA IN punllL TOLE.ANCE F 

UHAHIIR .26"1100+ 0 01 .0AOOl ,.lQJ2o Rl.I),,)7 

senll" .20 0 7.0h 'I • OOt ~ n1140 ,OOR?3 b.Qb2 
FCUH)CC .1"12001,."00 ,1 0 112 .linq q " 313,115 
AGE .bl5~fPH'.1'I0t .f,IIQ?7 '. nn7hq 1:o7.13 i1 

pUlnHKT .flI At.lloQ.nOI ,1 155. ~2lJ1I55 bbO.(P;O 
CLSSOIlGN .2A.",1 4 A+OOO .• OOIIQA ,3t.15 0Q .hb2 
(0 .~/lh2l7".not ,snQs ~OJ.ll qqcH.110 
((OUST"NT) _.lR47000t uon 

ALL VAPIAHllS APE It I TUF ['lIlAUO" 

ST4TtSTICS wHICu ("Jllln' "'f cmlPIITf.n AUE PlolltJTEO AS A.Ll N,rlrs. 

, 
"" "" , 

• 

, 
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FILl MF rl 

.................. " ........ MlItTtPI.E REG RES S tON .......................... V4~JA8LE LIST I 

O[PtNOfNT VARJAIILE •• C AN(lCC 

-UL fir! E " 
A SIJIIAA( 
"OJII$T(11 ~ SQIIAJ./£ 
ST&Nf'),UW fRJWR 

,&61)6 
.1I1j005 
.I.I]QIP 

7.RlI09 Q 

---- .. _------_._- VARIAnlES 

VAAIAUU " 
llRHRItR .10H1 A O+OOI 
SCnl.'F .1.?Q4Cil ll_OO t 
Ft.Nncc .172IQJ".'Jno 
.Gf • \3"1 0 51-QOl 
INTLHtHCT .II QQA 9l1+ 11'1" 
Cl5S0HCHJ .Qhl"511..nOn 
ED .lq~Q-;~lhlltll 

(CONSTAtIT ) .3H7"ll.Ic;.nOO 

'" THI ((WATtON 

nET A STO 

.lIZ'11 1 

.0,/127 

.P9 t1 1 

.U]OlQ 
• .?QI''i 
.O.?67 Q 

,lJt"l.AH 

llRHRlJR 
SCUJ./l 
f(lNOCC 
AGE 
I"ILAM"T 
CL5S0RG" 
En 

~"'LY8IS OF V~RI"CE 
REGRESSION 
RESIDU'L 

.-------_.---._-_. 
EJU!I)~ ~ F 

.. tlAqll '.5~b 

.012~S 1.111 
~OlqOZ Rt.QQO 
.OQQCJf' II •• ~o 
.~, HI SIl6·,u~a 
·.olSI2 tI.qot 
~ObI1] 10'7,QI1 

SU" OF SQUARES 
~11065.~015~ 
~1hZlQ.8Z1q? 

. HflN SQUARE 
110IZ.111 9 , 

61.08115 

QEGReSSIO" LIST ~ 

.-.--_._--.-. VARIARLfS ~OT IN THE EQu.rl0~ ••• ____ ._._._. 

V.AQI.t.RLE R(Tl ttl PARTIn TOLERANCE 

• 
• 
... 
.. 
... 

• 
.. 
• 
• 

I 

'" • " I 

• 
• 
• 
• 
..J 

~ 

"'/ 
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FILE ttfN (~RE.IIO~ nAIL. O"/Oql.,) 

• .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... HilL TIP l E REG Q E 5 S ION .......................... VlRIIHLE LIST I 
REGRESSION LIS! 5 

O[P[NOE"T VARIAAlE" 

.501lllT 

.2,oaQ 
R SIlIlARE .?t;1'IR 
E"HnR 202Q,2oS0b 

HULT I PLE R 
~ srJIIARE 
IDJIISTEn 
STANOARI) 

lIQf'RIJR 
SCORE 
FCANnee 
ant 
INTlnHKT 
Cl SSORG" 
EO 
CA "oce 

A"ALYSIS nr VARIINCE or 
PEGRESSlnN ~, 
RESIOUAL ~oH, 

SUH OF saUAR~S 
831 051757&,0053" 

2 •• 101&"535,~0~Ob 

.'F IN Sgl)ARE 
1002039691,005&1 

"I \1h1O,19115 

F 
253,1&222 

... -.--_ .... _---- VAPI ARllS IN TilE EtlU1Tl0N ••••••••• ---•••••• .. _ ... -..... . VARIABLES ~OT IN THE EQUITION •• -----.--•• -" 

VAR (I"I.E A qnA STP ERROR " F VARIARLE RE Ta IN TOLERINCE F 

VRAUIIR .lqTlbU1+0n'J .OAT04 ~tl~U~5bq 0l,A81 
SCORE ,1188510.0u2 ,0&2&2 2,5520& ~ I, bR 1 
rcl"oec ,lIoHI~.oo2 ,f'lSqqb 2".oZ31& 20,16& 
AGE .?8hbctu'Hn02 ,111101 ?~3R"?8 ,u.,057 
(rUl8""1 _.15 72f,7A+no' -,'~l27 &5.3 00b8 130,317 
ClSSORG>1 .R2I1u'5~fltnO' ,II 173 AU, )fBZ 95.082 
ED .1Abt Q ,?iltOflJ .1.QI'b /l '°,8052' 20Z.0U7 
CANoee ,ZI"S"b5.00l .lh7.bl 2.20572 OI.Z71 
(cnNSTANT) ... ",QQ?1RtnOQ 

ALl VARI'~l[S "Of '" TilE EQU.""" 

SHTI5T1CS WHir .. CAI"IOT AE cnHPUlfO .Of PRIUTEO AS Ul NINfS, 

I 
cr-

'" I 



PAGE I~ 

Fill 

................................ <II .. • .. .... H II l T t P l E 
REG R F S S r n N ..................... VARIaBLE LIST I 

REGRESSION LIST ; 

OlPl",lDfrlT VAJ?JAHlE •• I'IC l'''1E 

.'5RQRA 
• 147qh 

MULTIPlF Il 
R SUIIAf?E 

'OJ"~TFn 
STANnum 

H 51lUARF • J/li.l7b 
lRROR I?O~,5"2q 

,,""PUR 
SCORE 
Fr, UIOCC 
AroE 
INnRHKT 
ClSSORr.N 
rn 
CAIIOCC 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 
HEGHESSION " • 
RESIOUAL Ib3Z, 

SUM OF SI)UAR[S 
31QSQ3Z808.1b003 
S"qSIA1Sla.5b"3. 

HEAN SQIJAR~ 
J4)lQlbOI,Oq;OO 

H12?Q1,25151 

VARIA.LES p. TilE f UIIA T! ON ___ ._ .. _~_------_-- --.---------- YARIABLES NOT ,~ T~E EQUATION ---------•••• - I 

--.-----------... -
VARI·IILF " RfT> !1 TO E R.U1R A F 

IIRA~IIR ,ZQI5 Q.'.Ool .nSQr4 1]8~IJAb~ iI.IIS& 

SCORF _.t()lt7ftl').nol -.O(lA1b 1.]1~Q1 .O~7 

FCANncr. .1bbbZ25.0 01 .Ot;2I!Jfl ]~.bQ18 ll.~"l 

AGE • J~h2",'?.nn? ,I ~~ 11 ',34S;0 ;5.0"8 
pnunll(f ... t; lSI,) 1,,0+(\11 J -.In?] t04,5 QZl R lb.1 b" 
CLssnJ.lG~ _.;?127 AUA+flf!2 -.uf)lqZ Ib,',S1?S5 .020 
E I) .Zl"5uQa.OoJ .3R1n 11, qT21 q Ibl.'I.' 
CAN(lCe .2CJb 701!i+Of1i ,21,S3 ]',bl50b bb ,b21 

(CnNS IANT) -.13011Io+ nO/I 

ALL VIIRIAtilES Ifr I'J fUE EIW"fln tJ 

8'AtfSflCS wHIC" t:AfJ"'OT HF: (n"PllfF." &RF PUfNTfO AS ALL NI"J£S. 

VAPIA"LE BHA IN TOLERANCE F 
.... 
o 
I 
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PAGE 12 
((RfATrll~ IlATE • OQ/nQ/Rl) 

• ,. • ,. • • • .. ,. .. • ,. • ,. • ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. • ... MilL T J J' L F. 
n £ G U f S ~ JON ,.,. .... ,.,. .... ,.,.,. VARIABLE LIST I 

JIJcn~F.. 

HUL TlrlF. R 
~ SQIIARE 
'OJlISTfO 
sr_N~ARO 

.5A3S~ 
• ]4BSQ 

R SQIJ"ur • 3lJOOQ 
ER~OR t?la.'b~lb 

.-.--------------

UR~qlt. 

SCORE 
Fr.ANOtt 
-r.E 
INTL"MK! 
n SSORGN 
En 
C.~OCC 

A~'L'SIS Of VARIANCE Of 
REGRESSllltJ ~. 
RESlOltAL It H~. 

SUM Of SQUARES 
~'A1qZZ57A.'OI57 

t1.0517ZZA7.7 q t11 

MEAN SQltARE 
IIZ1Q9nlZZ.3bl10 

1415b5b.82813 

REGRESSION LIST 5 

VARIABLES III THE f flU. , rl.,.1 .-_. ______________ .-•• -._-.-._. V~RI'AL£S NOT I~ THE EQUATION •• ________ • __ ~ 
VAPI_IIU 

" AnA S Tl' E RlI~nR " f DETA IN PARTIAL F 
URPRIJJ.' -. 7Stt~5]I.noz -.o?Z13 17~O'ObO •• 11 0 StORE ,J]Ql/H.lb+t)nt .01b'Z 1~023~1 10.q11 fC'ANDCC .ln~n113.ooZ .07IJcn I.Z~nll 12.onl AGf .Isq·'n.oo? .In)" .q~20~ zn.012 INTL"HOT -.14111071+"01 -.O'H)10 3O~ H755 21.0ll'S r: L Pi S (JfUH. .1JI'S(I'jS?+lhJ' • oA7H 'I l. on ... 121.111 £0 .I3Q'21bl.ooJ .]l'tb 7 b 5,361Gb 613.312 CANUtC ."GRill n/HI)I'IZ .2~nl 1.lOoft7 .70.010 
(CONSTANT I ·.~f)ttd]f'I+l)ll'1 

STATISTICS WHlett CA"NflT qr COHPI"(O A~F. rR""ED 4S Hl IIINFS. 

, 



{ 
l 

I 
J , 

I 
I 

• l1li • • l1li • l1li • • • • l1li l1li l1li !III l1li • l1li .. • • '" H If l , J P l E R r G q [ S SIn ~ ••••••••••••• V4A'ASlE LISI I 
R[GR~S510N LIST S 

OEPENnEtJl V4RtAHI.l •• J ru:OM[ 

HULTJI'lE R 
R SUI'ARE:. 
lOJIISTrO R SUIfA"F 
SUNOARD ERRnR 

.lle"R1 

.2151? 

.2)175 
771.36301 

tlARRIIR 
SCORE 
FC ANI1 CC 
_r,E 
INTl~MKT 

CLSSORGN 
F.n 
CANOCC 

ANALYSIS (IF V4R,AflCE 
REr.RESSI'''' 
RESID"AL 

.-.-.-..•........ VHI·"I.ES III THE EOUATION .--.. _ .. _ .. -...... 
VAR/AIILE " RrTA STO ERROR " F 

UR~RIIR •• UHQlo+nol _.o1 t1 2Q Q7~79187 11~Aq9 

scnR~ _.1 "1'JQ7~.f)n t _.f\113 CJ l.l08117 .720 
Fe U\lt1CC .1?nb"'~l+no~ .1~h7q 1.89268 101.501 
lG[ .hl~"~/J? .. Ot)1 .{JA1Q1 ~qA561 18.~15 

ttnLq~u<T .1(1''''021. 0 01 .O,,?qqb 5J~61"29 J.770 
CLRSI1Rr.N ." t)'JqQ'I+OO~ .I)VJJA ·2~qJq~1 7.7.5 
[0 .ltlt A7A+On' .lAIR. 6'.7.lt7 2"1.75. 
CAlluCe .' 72?'MA.OO? .1 LlIlOtl 1~·TI.5 ~Q.OAI 

(COtI5TAfIT) _.IStl?t<J7. n U?' 

All VAUJAfII.E!I; A14£ ,'1 THE Et1tl41lnu 

, 

SUM or SQU4RfS 
~lSA15861.S3J66 

l686622001.11765 

14f AN SQUA"! 
IOJUQ.·l.hQII1 

59.0Qn,lollS 

. .. -........... . VARIABLES NOT IN THE EOUATION •••••••••••••• 

RfTA I~ PIRT TAL 

, 
" N 
I 



REGHf.SSIO"S F(l" _OH"I"G "f.N PAGE 

FILE Mf.N 

• • • • * • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• M U L T [ r L £ u F ~ q E $ 5 t "N * ••••••••• * •• V.PIABLE LIST I 

DtPl~~ENT VARIAALl" 

VAJ.I[HH[fSl PHfAEI'l r)11 S'(P NUt-4AfP t •• 

-Ull1PlE R 
R SUIIARE 
AO.IlISTF;:[l R SU!lftRF: 
ST.HIflARO [RPnR 

.bhqq7 

.OllAR'; 

• 'HUH 1 
.tJb071 

IIP'IRUR 
SCOPE 
'(ANoec 
Ar.E 
INTLR~KT 

CLSSO"GN 
EI) 
CANoec 

ANALYSIS .oF VARIANCE 
PtGRESSION 
PESIOl/AL 

--... --.----.---- va"PHLlS n, THE rDUAT[ON • ______________ ••• 

VAPIAIlU " RE14 STO EnRnR ij , 
"RRRUR ,"5JH]1.nOI ,0<118] ~OOqQq 73,OZI 
SCM! ,IO~"bb?nOI ,ll~H ,OnO"b 520,811 
FCA"OeC ,2J5"23~·nn~ .nl rt5'i ,00031 ~b,O]8 
lCf .1' Alq7~-nl)l , I ~ I ~Z ,nOOH IllO,BI 
IN!L"""! -."IIj?(tl"A .. nn' _.O",A7 .noB~lI .',ZII 
CL~SIlRr.~ ,l255nUh+noo .nl11 1J ~ 0 1115 Z~·,IOZ 

'0 .7t.'H17 /1.00t .J"." ,onl~1 lblO,lhl 
C MUll: r. .1.'OllJ~l-nut ,~l?IO ,noo" 1700,8.~ 
(cnNSTA,t-1T) ,SOJI·QHnol 

ALL V'R(ARl.E~ AR£ '" "'l ~(j/JATl"~ 

SUH OF SQI/ARES 
IIZZ0,Q9.nb 
tJ1H, 5ft40~ 

~~AN SQUARE 
I Q02, 5b238 

.lI)6li1 

REGRESSION LIST b 

F 
]~12, 71bOI 

... --....... . VARIABLES NO! IN THE EQUAIIOH •••••• _ ••••••• 

VARIARU BOA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCf f 

• 
I 
~ . , 

• 

• 

• 



, 

• 
• 

.-

••••••••••••••••••••••• f-1l1lTIPLL " f G H E 5 S ION ,.,. •• ,. ... ,. * • • •• vARtAKI.E LIST t 

O[PlNOE~T VAHIAI~I_F •• 

VA."IU\LE(~l f".tjT~nt,O nl~ :,lfP "'"'~l1tf~ I •• 

MUlIIPLE H 
q SIJItA»E 

. ADJUSTFn R SQUARE 
STANnARU ERRnR 

.o13QI 
,unl8u 
."0101 
.7t113b 

I J~ I~ P IIR 
sruRf 
rcUl( l CC 
AGE" 
INILHMKT 
CL5S0Rr,N 
En 
CANOCC 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DF 
REGRESSION 8, 
RESIDltAL o;9B, 

SUM OF SQUARES 
22 0 2,«59.Q 
3218,5219Q 

M£A~ SQUAH~ 

215,101 •• 
,55259 

REGRESSION LIST ~ 

f 
.96,21201 

-.. ---....... --_ .. VARIARLES HI TIlE [UIIATlON ...... ___ ._ ......... •• _.-.~-••••• VARIABLES NOT IN T~E EQUATION .-••• ---•• --.~ 

VARIAALE H AETl 510 ERROR 8 F VARJARLE AETA IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE , 
URRRIIR ,llQ57A~.00n ,Il1bb ~02)bl 90,53. 
SCOHE .qbt.lnS~1_002 ,12~ll .011090 100,301 
FCANOCC ,112024&-002 ~q4142 ;00089 12,354 
AGE ,IO"'1050.ont ,110'i1l ;~~~:! 153,H1 
'NTLijM~1 -, t o27711~+OO~ _.011nR4 18,410 
CLSSO.GN ,31]QQ)'hOnO ,112.'i • O1nQ I \I 0.100 
EO .7Ilb?flQf\.Oot , 21l~H ~nOJQQ H).IDR 
CAlmr.C .'''0121.11)·00' .279n .onoil2 H'i,&'i1 
(CONSTANI) ,51120 35'001 

ALL VARfA~lf5 Ailf IN THE [nll'Tlo" 

SfAIISrlC5 ,"i1r. .. c." .. IlT ~E cn>lP"rrll A~£ ""I"flO AS ALL "1>lES, 



FlU ~EN 

• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• H U L TIP L E R r G A £ S S JON •••••• * ••••• * VARIIBlf LIST 

OfPlNOENT VAPIARLE •• 

VAPIAnLf CS) (tlTf.Pf.('I flU STEP "JlI~f.1fll I •• 

HULTTPlE N 
R SflllAqE 
AOJII~Trn H sntlARF.: 
STtr~nARO [AHOH 

,62HZ 
,J~R51 
,J~S5] 

.b~lIqll 

lIRARlIR 
StORE 
H.'OCC 
Ar.E 
INTLRHKT 
CLSSORGN 
[0 
CUIOCC 

"".LYSIS OF VARIINcr OF 
REGRESSION 8, 
RESlDU.L 16]2, 

SIIH 0' SQU~RES 
GS6,U Q612 
765,6G~~] 

HE.N SQUARE 
. bO,BI20Q 

,U6'lI5 

qFGRESSION LIST • 

---_.-_.----_.-.- VANI Ani [5 IN THE fnUATfO.' .----.--••• -----.- .-.-_.-_.-._. VARIAaLES NOT IN THF fQUATION --------------

VAAIARLf R Pf. TA STD EANON A F VARIAALE 9fU IN TOHA .NCf F 

IJfHH~IIU ,2l012qA+OOO ,1?OO7 .onQTA IQ,588 
scnPF ,1175511-on? ,0 4050 ,00110 Z,20~ 
FCl/lOCe ,Jou52aQ-U02 ,05653 ,00125 5,QH 
.Gr ,12Hu3S-0(11 .II)"O~ :001~~ 60,531 
INfLAMKT -.I'5,.Zt;«);».noo _,0-""111 ,On6Q 17,1~5 

Cl ssour-, ,II JbIJqb+C'UO ,03A30 ,O';6QS 3,718 
EO .lql)~2L'll_(tn f ,16050 :006"6 1"6,Qb5 
CANurc .II09lfbLi -C1nt ,2\666 ,00131 T I ,725 
(Cn.,SUNTI ,;6121TO+O~1 

III VARIABLE~ AR£ I'" THE EUI,I,TIOU 

S"TlSTICS wHICH C""/IIT "f C""PIlTEn AUf PIl,NTEO IS ALL NINfS, 

I 
'-' 
V> 
I 

.' 
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Fill MF N 

" " * * • • • • • * • * • • • It • • • * It ". ,... II l f t P l f q f G II E S S J 0 'I • It •••••• " • • •• V&J.lI.lfll.E LIST 1-

HUL TIPLE R 
R SflIfARE. 
ADJIJSTfO u SQlIA~l 

ST&NOARl) fRI-lOR 

l."INC 

.67~P 

.£1')57" 
• /J 5SQ2 
,"1bOO 

-----_ .. ------._. VARIA~LES III THE [UlIlTIUN 

VlRIARLf· " "rTA STO 

URRRIIR .1030115+00· • nllj"O/, 
SCORE .1.];~·l)h' .00t' .ottlJt;o 
FellJOCe • ·)2.110.002 . ·.OSb~ • 
lGf .qQ'~hllh_OU? .1 Hl~ 
lNILS""' ,I/JlI/JQR'+Onn ~n1t?'J1j 
eL~Sn"GN .Joq2~lQ·OOO ,Uq(Jbl) 
Ell .'?"t;;t7.nOI .211>43 
CANllee .11t"'lJllA.ont .}I),..,I\ 
(eO,ISTANT) .~7.?"'I.~Q.(ln. 

ILL VARtA"'lE~ AvE til TUF. ['"''''10''' 

t,IJHtnUR 
senOE 
FONoee 
A(;E 
INTLOHKT 
ClSSORr.N 
En 
CANoee 

lHlLYSIS OF VARll"CE OF 
REGRESSIO" ~. 
RESIOl/lL 117Q5. 

SIJM OF ~QlJlRES 
Hq5.~Qo~q 

.771.0]16~ 

MElN ~al/lRE 

"QQ.Qf'b3b 
.GOlJ50 

REGREsSlnN Lisl 6 

• ___ e_. ___________ 
--.-. ________ YARt_BLES NOT IN THf. EQU4TJO~ ------•• _.---. 

ERRnR R F VlpllntE B[TA III TOLERlNCf F 

~0Iq.2 18.100 

::~~=; Iq.H~ 

43.~0~ 
~onnsn 3q~.700 
.Oll •• q AO.5U 
~01?'5l 1~8.50b 
~OO?'I 662.512 
.OOObtJ hl.~~] 

STATI1HICS WHICu (IN.ulT Rf CntlPI"t:O AU£. PR1Nl£O AS ALL NINES. 

, 
0-
I 



PIGE I. 

FILE ~1f N 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• H II l , I r l E U E G q E 9 9 , n ~ •••••• * • • • • •• V4 R'A6LE LIST 1 
qEG~fSSION LIST b 

OEP[HD~NT V.~IA"LE" l "'Plf 

VARIARl[(S) FHlfA'EIl orl 5TfP NIJMltfU ,,. 

MUL TlPlE " 
R SIlIlARE 
'OJIJ~Tfl' II SOI,AP[ 
STANDARD ERRn. 

.'5izQJII 

.2f'OlO 

.1.7R?2 

.b1701.' 

"RfUHlA' 
SCORE 
FCH·OCC 
IGE 
tNTL9HKT 
ClS·SnRG~ 

EO 
CINoec 

ANILYSIS OF ,"RI"NCr. OF 
RfGRf.SSION ~. 
PESlOI..ll 44.2. 

SUM OF SQUIRES 
10.,723H 
I~H,I·'b. 

HEIN S'll/IRE 
"8,1I5Q2 

.4058" 

.-.---_._ ... ----- VARIARl,S It. THE fO"AftO N .-----.----------. 
___ •••••• __ ~_ VAAl_ALES NOT I~ T~E EQU~TrON ._--_._ •• ---.- I 

" 
VA"'I~LF. R R£TI STO EPROR A F VAQ,IRlr AET, IN PARTIAL TnLtHANC( f 1 

l/RRRIl" -.1 Q15'57 /Ul)fJO -,n15~o ~OJ.H 20,170 
senR! _.?1I°U711_IlOl •• O~IJJ2 ,OOln~ .~,26Q 
FCINncc ,qOZ~H"-OO2 ,0.7"2 ,00156 n,5]0 
IGr ,"&1·,50_002 ,IH17 ~ono" .tu.C'en 
INTL.~·T .' If.oA''~II+nOO .uc;qa/J ~OlllJl1 Ib,O}q 
CLssnRr.N , t lHI5A.oon ,I)U7 A5 ,01537 12.153 
EO .'t..PQ"R1-ool , 2"" 7 ~O0555 187,613 
CINIlr.e .20 lJ lI')7('.Ofl1 .Z A5bR ,00121 2"5,200 
(CONST"''' • 5.'\ , qc; IJ (\ +" (I • 

Alt VI\RfAnl.ER AIlE TN THE' [f)ItATTOP., 

ST&TtSTfr.S OoIHJCH r.UHWT nr: COMPIITEn ,.HE putNTEO AS A.ll ~JTNES. 
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PAGE 12 

FILE "'WOMEN ICREATIO~ OAT! • QQ/IQ/6?1 
.5U"FILE "KWOMEN. 

A ~ • * * * • * • • * * * * • • • • • * * • • MULTIPLE REG R E 9 9 tON *.. * * * * * * * * * * VARIABLE LIST 
R[GRESSION LIST 

I 
I 

DEPENDENT VAPjARLE.. EI) 

VARIABLE IS, Etl!£REO Otl.~TE.P'"J!,~ER_. t .. 

MULTIPLE R 
R SQIJARE 
AUJUSTEO R SqUARE 
SUNDAR!> ERROR 

.bZI7° 
,18bb2 

.• liib~t 
1.155AJ 

~C~N.oCC_ 
AGE 
CLSSORGN 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 
REGRESSION J. 
RESIiiu.i.l Uoh. 

SUH OF SQUARES 
~5119.n56q 

115945;01508 

M[AN SQUARE 
~857J.1 0855 

- .. -. 1I.~l.I60 

F 
2.~57 •. ~I ~.~_ .... 

-------.-------.- VARIABLES It! THE EQUA TlON .. _._-_._.----_.-. ••••••••••••• VARIABLES NOT IN TH[ EQUATION •••• _-_ ••• _._. 

VARIAOLE \l BETA aro Eiii/oRB ; 

HAIlOCC .144111lQtQQO .$265, ~Q02QQ 52".235 
AGE _.60.91234_0.0.1 -.20511 ,0028] 818.691 
CLSSORGt! .ZIA20nt OOI .1161S .1 IQ49 31>3.222 

!CON~.'.~t!T) ,b041>'57.?!O~! _ .... _---- -_._-_.-.-

ALL VARIABLES .ARE IN THE EQIJATION 

STATISTICS WHICH C4NNOT RE COHPIJTEO ARE PRINTED AS ALL NINES. 

._- ... _._---- ---- ------_.- .. - -.--- -,-'- ._. 

. - --- , --_._-
I 

--.J 
00· 
I 

._" . __ . ,---_. --- -._---------



PARTIAL CORREL'TlOIIS '''0 CORRECTED REGRESSIONS FOR WORKING WOMEN fOVr/,fI( I.I;fVEt.bl'_~Qqlle/8Z PAGE 

FILE ""HOMEtI (CRE,TIUN DATE. 04110/021 
SURFIL[ ""WOHltl, 

* * • * • • • * * • * • • * • * * * • * • • * MULTIPLE R E Q RES SID N ••••••••••••• VARIABLE LIST 1 
REGRESSION LIST I 

DEPENDENT VARi'~LE" ED 

VARllaLE(SI E"TF.R~n_~tl 5TJ~ mJ~RE~ .1 .. 

MUL TlPLE R 
R S£lIJARE 
iDJuStED ~ ~~II'Rt 
STANOARO ERROR 

,bl199 
,37453 
; 17356 

3,56119 

FCANOCC AGE' .. ' . 
CLSSORGN 

, 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 
PEslbuAL 

:\ ._._ •• _. _________ VARIARLES t~ THE EQlf'TION .-.-.--._.-•• -._.-

VARiABLE R HETA eTn ERROR' I! ; 

FCANOCC ,15136"6+"0 0 ,"~bI6 ~U0569 101,1 H 
AGE _,11Z2381+000 -,21110 ,001Q6 224,eftl 
CLSSORGtt ,IA9 1J06+0nl ',13257 ,2hOOZ 52.90e 

(CI1'IST~II~l. _ ,121"! 7~t0.!l1 .... - .. ---- - _._._- --,-" 

ALL VARIABLES ARE IN THE E~UATION 

SHTISTICS .tHCti CANNOT BE COtlPIITEO ARE PRINTEO AS ALL NINES, 

DF 
3, 

" i cjlj ~ 

SUM OF SQUARES 
IQ680,80518 
245f1,;63101 ." 

MEAN SQUARE 
Q893,601 n 

12,bq614 

__ ••••••••••• VARIABLES Nor IN TH[ EQUATION •••••••••••• -- I': 
" 

YA~WiLE- iitTAIN it_'iitIAL' TOURANCE - --'-,,----"1" 

-' .. -- -.. ' -.... -- .. _-_ .. _- .-.'--'---"-' .. - .. _-' - - ¥ ~ 
, 

" 
" 
•. ! 

" 
" 
"' .. 
'" 
" ., 
0,' 

I 

"'i 
" 
" 
" o. 

• 
• 

• , , 

, 
, I 



FlU.· _'W"HPI (CREhTInN OATE • ')llIIO/~n 
9URF[Lf ~~W~MEN. 

• • • • * * • • * * • • • • • * • * * • • •• ~I U L , ] P l E 

DEPENI>ENT VARIAALE.. En 

VARIAIlU(S) EIH[RE.D 0" STlPNI}"~ER .!,. FCANOCC 
AGE -
ClSSORGN 

M1A-"2-",~/"'N 

PII.~ rll; II. 

OQ1I8/~2 PAG( 12 

REO RES S ION ••••••••••••• VARIA8LE LIlT 1 
R~GR!8SI0N LIST 1 

. , 

MULTIPLE >, 
R snllARE 

.bllq5 

.37",.8 
AtlALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 

OF 
3. 

SUH Of SQUARES 
5029,HTlO 

._-. eijoil~ il2qn 

MEAN SQUARE 
1616,45510 

12,82585---

f 
- .. _._ . ____ 1 ~ !I~!~_!!. ~_. 

'uj0~T£b .-§_UAit 
STA'HlARO ERROR 

.:i'lhi 
J.5~IH 

REsiiiijAl -

.-.-.---.------.- VAPJAHlES IN THE EQUATtON •• --.-.~--.-•••• -. 

VARIABLE 

'CANOCC 
IGE 
CLSSORGN 

. ICONS TAN!) __ 

A 

,1095815+000 
-.i27HbO+OUO 

.2151454+001 
.• ~W!~01~OoI 

• 'llt':'t '; . 
_.3014) 

.111 e9 

ILL VARIABLES ARE IN THE EOIIATION 

--9ro tFiiioRB 

~0016b 
,01320 
.Q9159 

F 

204.b20 
93.091 
30.516 

STA 1I5TICS "HICH CINNOT ~E cnt'PUTED ARE PRINTED AS Ul NINES. 

·655. 

._~ •••••• _ ••• VAR1ABlES NOT IN THE EQUATIO~ ••••••• - ••••• ~ 

L 
00 
o 
I 

-----.. --._- -.----------.-~ ... _ ... _ ... -. _·-·--------------CI 

. - ... - - ._- ···_··_-------j".'l 
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PAGE \2 PARTIAL CORI/ELHIONS ANn Cl!Il~EC'E(l ~EGRfSSII)NS fO~ WO~KING WO~EN (1,y~~;<t"L 04/~8/82 

v£Vet..t./#,D 61.1) .v61l'~+lr 
FILE WKWOMEN (CREATIoN O~TE a O"IO/~Z) 

',I· 
,-! 

SU~FILE WKWOMEH •. 

I • • • * • • • • * * * • * * * * * * * * * * ~ II L TIP L f REG REa 9 ION ••••••••••••• VARIABLE LUT 
REGRfUIOII LI~T 

DEPEN(lENT ~ARjARLE.. t~ 

VARIA8LElS) ~NTEREO Otl_ ~T~P ''''M.Il~fI 

MilL T1PLE R 
R SUiJARE 

-.- ADjuilTEfi II SQUARE 
STAUDARD El'llOR 

• S9~~1 
,3~~60 
.3S~25 

2,851\8 

FeANoee 
·.iGE ... 

eLSSORGN 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 
RESIDUAL - .... 

• - •••• -.--.-.---- V~HJAaLES III T~E EQUATION .-_.---._ •• -------

VARIAiilE 

FCANOeC 
AGE 
CLSSORG" 
I COUSIA'.,!!. 

A 

.1~OqbIP'OOO 
-,61373"R-OOI 

,6516261+000 
,15_·1q~.~.0 .• OOI 

.51200 
-.Z01"2 
.00117 

ALL VARIABLES AilE IN THE EQUATION 

s'iiiERRoil B 

~OOHII 
.00]25 
.15205 

F 

2315.000 
35b.U3 

18.367 

SlITlSTIcs WHICH CANNOT RF. COl1PIJTEO APE PRINTED AS ALL NINES, 

SUM OF SOU ARE S 
25238, \3592 

--/j!fil ~6I5n"---""-·· 

MUN SQUARE 
8Q12,71194 
. ·e.U~2J-

f 
1034,8711' 
. ... ,--' - --.-~.-----

••••••••••••• VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION •••••••••••••• 

.~ ---_._-----

_ ..• ---'--
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; " 

:.j 

PARTIAL CORRELATIONS '''II CORRECTED REGRESSIONS FOil WORKING WOMEN 

FILE .KWOME4 (CREATION DATE. 04/10/821 
SURFILE .. "KHOMEN. 

• • • * • * * • • * • • * * * * * * • * • * * M U L TIp L E 

DEPENOENT VA"lAalE.. En 

VAHI~BL~I~I .ENTEREO Ofl S-'EP .II.I!~IIEH ~ ..... - FCAtIOCC -AGE ,- - . 
ClSSORGN 

t/#1I~,f II,f"V-r4-U);iJ'4/18/82 
/Vli!/I- (f""n r Ht=7W J 

PAGE 

REG RES S ION ••••••••••••• VARIABLE LIST 
REGRESSION LIST. 

MULTIPLE R 
R SQIIARE 
lDjUST~ti· ~ s~ui~t 
STANDARD ERRIIR 

.53430 

.2a54S 
- - ;2i1iisi ---

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 

SUM OF SQUARES 
3972.4565] 

----ij~q2. 7Ui I 

F 
~.!6._8520_~_ RtUbuAL -

2.11202 

--._ •• _.-------•• VAPtARlES IN THE £DUATION • ______ ._._ •••• _._ 

VARiABLE' 

FCANoec 
AGE 

B 

.144Qaa6+000 .46667 _~QQ5~? 621.412 

.-.-••••••••• VARIABLES NOT IN THE EQUATION •• ___ ••••••••• 

---T-----

I 

" CLSBORGN 
IJ CON~ T_A~T.!. 

•• 'jo60]~-OOi ·.203i2 ,00]80 i28.0QO 
.40]]809+000 .04195 .17966 5.041 

_ •. ~58!.!'_q2_'00_L ___________________ ._. ________ . __ .. _____ . _____________ ... __ ._ .. __________ . __ . ____ .. _ .. _ ..... ______________ _ 

.~.-
I 

ALL VARIABLES ARE IN .TME EIlIIATJON 

STH/STICS WHICH CANIIOT BE COMPI/TED ARE PRINTED AS ALL NINES. 

· __ .. _---_·_-------..jl 
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. 

PUOf. 10 

FlU 

.. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. II .. to .. .. .. .. .. .. .. * ... Pot II l T t P L E R [ G R £ S S r n N ................ * •• YlRllRLf LIST 1 

OEPE~OfN' VA~IAALf., CA~O(( 

VA"]ABlf CSl F.:IJTFREn nil !;Tt-.P ~111"'"FJ./ I •• 

MULTIPLE ~ 

" SIlI'ARE 

IIpf\RIIR 
5rllPt, 
Fr.AtlIlCC 
AGE 
INTL""KT 
CI5SnRG" 
En 

'~'LYSI5 nF VA"IANCE Dr 
REGRESSION " 

R[GR~SSlnN LIST ~ 

AO,Jtl5Tfn 11 SUIIARE 
SllNIHRU ERHOJ.l 

,RlJOSS 
.lObS1 
.'01t?Q 

to.h71 1.' 

PESIOIlAL ~1Al, 

SU~ or SQIJARES 
ZUOH Qb,6101b 
1000210, HbUS 

MEAN SQUARF 
3"HH, Sq~H 

fl3.M02b 

r 
l020.lIlbJ 

.-.--------_.-.•. VARIARUB I" THE raliATTou •••••• ____________ •••• - •• ------ YARllRLES NOT IN THf EQUATION _____________ _ 

VARIARll " "ETO STII ERRn~ R F V·.IA~LE RET' IN PARTIAL TOt !~'NCE r 
UHAf.HlH ,C;15f'RUb+oon ,OllSA ~1I2H J,18b SCORf -.bl"75hO_O"1 -.o'np~ ~OISI1 Ib,bl1 rCAllocc ,R1ZI?<;q.Ilol ,913u2 ~OO~lO IIO,2Q5 
'G~ .118300'.000 ,075J5 ,01111 15J,JOQ 
INTLR"", .'fJ2qCJzu.Ool .,?OOIIO .2706 0 8Sb,UIO 
CLSSnHGN .1~(I't"H"O"1 ,OlO7, .'Ilq,lG II.RI8 
EO .3C1?16'5 A.OOI .b CJ S /J 1 ~Ol/JlIq 7b7n.ltZO 
IC'lI'S14'" ) .1?ll)IIIt)+OOI 

STATJ5fJCS jojHJ('f (AWmT RE CO'lPllffn lP.E PRTUTEI' .&S All ~JJNf.S. 

, 
ex> ..., 
I 
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Fill tCRrAT'o~J nATE II Olt/nR/l'?) 

• • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • •• H II l TIP l [ 
R E r. R E 9 S t n N ••••••••••••• VARJ'RLE LIST I 

.!G.ES~ION LI81 4 

VAR(AAU.(S) '.llTF.J;F.n ON STfP IJlHlIl[J~ ' •• 

MULIIPL~ H 
R 51"IIA RE. 
AOJll~lfO " sou. of 
STAtIf'lUW ERknR 

.A1~OO 

.1bS"? 

.7" fl b} 
In.2071" 

URRRIIR 
Sr.ORE 
FcA"ClCC 
At.E 
INIU1MK I 
ClSS"Rf,N 
Eo 

ANALYSIS OF VARII~CE 
REGRESSION 
PESIOllil 

--------.--_._--- VARIAAlr9 p: TilE flHJA1TON .-----_.----------
VAPIA"lf. H "ETA STO ERI10P R F 

UR~R"R _ • .?(I l1 f1 10 1+''ot _,Il /I RII)I') ~S'HA 1I,7bl 

SCIJRf _.bQ 79 171_001 _.OllORI ·.O241~ 8.205 
HANoce .' 12'5 QA rHnOo .nAOljb ~qto80 32.H8 

AGE ,533 7565-0ul .Ol1]b ~ 024 71 O.hOZ 

INTlOHK' .' SS~~l)A+O,)? • )",f)n? ~b1P1Z SZl.Z&1 
CLssnpr.tJ .~qAbA7'Hool .o'-I'55lt ."0""2 1l,6S 1 

ED ,25 1 11]1+001 .500~? ~OA4bl On,"4] 

(CONSTANT) .Llfu"'51l+0nl 

ALL VAPtAHI.E~ ~~f ttl Tlif EQ!JAttIIN 

STAttstICS' ~HtCH (Atl"tnf AE CmIPII'fr" ARF. PIHtHEO A!J All NPJES. 

DF 

'. '6;50. 

SUM OF SQUARE8 
5&lb2&,72Z21 
PI'28,lObOO 

HEA .. 9DllARf 
802lZ,388"0 

10 4 ,1 0 8 0 1 

___ --- •••• --. V.AtAALES NOT IN THE fQUATIO~ .----------._. 

R£TA I" F I 
00 ..,. 
I 
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FILE 

........................ MlllTIPlE 
A f G RES S , C1 tl ..................... VARIABLE LIST 1 

REGRESS InN LIST U 

DEPENnENT VARIARLf,. 

HUll I OLE H 
R S,.IIARE 

CAt~Or.C 

,A 11 Ab 
.~qlqlJ 

.h8 A)6 "(),'u~Hr:n ~ soolnE 
S'4UI1ARIJ EUROR 1~.Ot177 

IIARRlIR 
scnRE 
r CANOCC 
AGE 
INTLRMKT 
CI.SSORGN 
Eo 

A"AlYSIS OF VARIANCE 
REGRESSION 
RESIDUAL 

_ .. -. __ ._-------- VARIA~lES Ifl T"E fllilA T t ON .-------.---------

VARllRU ,. RE TA STn [RROR 'I • 
IIRR"II. -.15]QOI~.Oul _.('I1~'" 1.51940 5,OZ5 

SCO~E _.uoHAUO_OOI - .1) 151b ~0J114 1.115 

FCANOCC .b1?~8~u-OOI ~o5A" ·,0105b 4."04 

AGE .1Rlb07b+ OtlO ,oOlbb .,0 40 28 14.494 

tNTll\H~ , .1?'5J2o.O~l ,2810~ 1,1 uaz l05.Ub5 
CLSSORr.II .?07H~~.noi ,u O"'l 1,1125' 2.')Q'j 

ED .S!IIJ7 7 1b+IlQI .bt;ftRft ·,I~O'A 1I1n.Q1Q 

(CONSTANT) _.i'~J35f)f"OI'lO 

ALL YAR1AliLE9 ""'f '''I TUF F:DII4.'YO'l 

STalls'Ir::; whlCu CANtllIT ~E cn~'Plllfll AI~F PRpt,(n AS ALL NINES. 

f 

SUM OF SQUARES 
I·213b •• 14'0 

RS7RQ.lSorIlJ9 

MF.A" SQUARE 
Z15H.182\l 

,,,,a.42ft'I' 

f 
100.b4180 

__ ._. ___ ._. __ VARIABLES NOt IN THE [QUAlION _.------------

AET' IN PARTIAL TOLERANCE f 
, 

00 
V> , 



PlGE 10 
FilE wnf"iE'1 rCRFATln~ nAtE. OU/OR/61) 

• t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• HUt' I P l l REG ~ E ~ 9 rON ••••••••••••• VARIABLE lIST 
O£PE~Ir.F.>H VARIABLE •• 

HUll IPU 1/ 
P SlJ1JAR( 

CA~OCC 

.R22)6 

.b76.?IJ 
,67'5'0 ADJUStED 1/ SQ,'A"f 

SUNn'RO ~RROR IO.21UQ2 

IIRARUR 
SCORE 
Fr.A~OCC 

ArtE 
IN ll.RHK' 
CL SSORGN 
En 

l"llYSIS O~ VARIINcr ~F 

REGRESSION '. 
RESlnUll. 1010. 

SIJH OF SQUARES 
855bab. bR/I 4 I 
aOOSAb.Z"SI5 

HEAN SQUARE 
122215.240bl 

lOa.151~2 

REGRESSION lIST 4 

... ---...... _--.. va·IAI·lES III THE EQU'lION ._. ______ ••• _. __ •• --•• _._ •••• -. VARt.~LES NOT IN THE EQUATION •• __ •• _____ ._. 

VAP 1 ABLE B "ETA 5'0 ERRnR A , VADf AAU RE fa IN PlRTIAl TOLERANer F 
URa~UR .5Slb201+0UO .01411 ~qQ80b 1.227 seokE -. ~08lUI27.00 I -,011\1)(1" .OIQICJ Qo.qq~ 
Feuloec .IjAl1JltI"!'tJol .03A2~ ~O17l2 1/.757 AGE .3147015-001 .02010 ~Ola4J 4.754 
I"TL~rt·1 .Ilb~7S2.002 .321)7, ~ 51152 712.811 
CL5Sr:JRrtN ,lillq-,AbtOon .00117 ,hMOl ,602 [0 .'?'ob7ft7 ft tOOI .S 7R S" .0&10 0 1743.172 
(eO~5T4N" .ftRIIQZsqtOfJ' 

ALL VARII"lf.~ AI'E IN TII£ [IlIIA TlO" 

5H"~T1CS ."ICII el"~o, .~ Co"p'"ln .~[ P~INTEO AS All NI~ES. 

I 
00 
CO' 
I 
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PlGE 10 

FIll 
• • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • • .. .. .. .. .... H" l f r P L E 

u £ G RES S ION ... * .. .. • • .. • .. • ... vA~J'"l[ LIST 
REGR~SSI(IN LIST • 

OEPlNr£,.T vAPtlnlE •• 

VARIAHlECS) f:'lTfAEn U'J STEP "11I'4I1£U I,. IfRP.PtlR 
SCORE 
FCANoce 
.lr.E 

MUl "Pl[ " 
R SQIIARl 
aOJll~TEI) P snlJ1Rr 
STANllAUf) [f,pnf.l 

,-6a'3 0 
,1nT7 A 
.7(1"1'. 

Q.11 "",Ii 

.-.-------------- vARIARLr~ 

V •• IAHE " 
URPRIJR -,'b?11I 1+001 
SeO"E _,&15b55 Q_0112 
Feu,oce ,&.&5301-001 
AGf ,441&055-002 
INIL""KJ .2711abAtOOl 
CL~5nRr.~ , 1211.2~+OO 1 
EO .2(1111'IJA+"C)1 

(tnl'~TA"T I ." t;J1bflO A + 0 (ll 

I" Tl ~~K T 
ClUORG" 
En 

ANALYSIS n. VARIANCE 
REGRESS 1m, 
R(sIOIIAL 

IN TUF. fr.lIl. T I n~ .-----.-----------

R[' A 5 TIl ER/I~1l. A • 
-,031&3 ~Q2~15 3,051 
_.onSIQ .02]82 ,080 

,03A]5 ~0121& 4,502 

,oOll1 ,021 ?2 .O/J I 

.5 4 '&0 , QA 5&1 191,2~Q 

.0-;;»«12 .9&&51 1I,50l 
,.15~Ql ·,12&21 255.&00 

OF 

" 1312, 

SUM OF SQIIARES 
lbJQ11,42420 
108981,111 90 

"[AN SQUARE 
37l1l,O&ObO 

~l,Ob9&O 

__ .------v_._ VA~IAALES ~OT t~ THE EQU_'tON .-----------•• 

VAQIAALf PART! AL 
, 

ex> 

" , 



Fill .... OMfN 

• * • • * • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " ~ U l , t P l E 

OEPENO[NT VAR1ARlE •• 

lIAf1RtlP 
Sr.ORE 
fCANOCC 
Ar.E 
INTLAHKr 
CLSSORr.N 
En 
CA"DCC 

R f G RES S JON ••••••••••••• VARTA8Ll LIST I 
REGRESSION LIST 5 

HUI TlPLE ~ 
R SIJIIAPE 

.t;&qQII 

.3?"Zb 
, 32105 

ANALYSIS OF 
REGRESSION 
RESIOUAL 

VARIANt[ DF 
A, 

87~2, 

!U~ OF SUUARES 
3Z98775731,02750 
bA1"]OZOb7,71IA. 

"EAN SQUARE 
"123.b9~b,·280" 

7~n~2,Oblqz 

f 
5Zb,71110 

ADJIIS TEn R ~[ltIA"E 
S T AtlO4RD [RRnR ~80,1"912 

-_.- .. _------.---- VARI'nLES 

VARIAIlLE A 

UR"RIIR ,3"2)5IZ+002 
SCORE • t 1t t ':>(}A+002 
FCANncc .53"1.'b+OOI 
'Gf • IS71Jao+olJi! 
INILA"K' _.6n A7I Qle n021 
CLSSopr." .11 l1 Q-;""tOoJ 
ED • 71)'H~81S.ou2 
CANDCe • 12'JRf'l1.1tOO.? 

(cnNS''''') -.15778",+ nua 

, '1 IH[ fDIIATION •• _ ..... ____ • _______ 

AETA ~'D ERROR R F 

,Olb~O 25~q5Z0n 2,110 
·.11751 1 ~ 25558 10 0,113 
.0Ano ,&9280 S9.oe • 
.15bb' .Q3"" 2A2.911 

_.n'''17 n~52001 b.bQ8 
.OClbOl '".7AI5H Z~,30J 
.?q,,-;e) 3~QI.78 327.895 
.Z~~7~ .~R(fb& 19&.007 

All VA.IAnLlS ARf III IHF f"",,,n,, 

9T.nSTICS WltICtt CANIIJT rtf CO"'PI1flll ,HIE PRPJTEO AS All ~rrJF.s. 

.-.... _------ VARIAALES Nor IN THE EQUATION _._ •• _ •.•• _ •• _. 

V'.IARLE AET A IN PARTIAL f 

( 
co 
co 
1 



i 

I 
.1 

FlU 

• • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ~,., L TIP L f 

TtlCOME 

IIRRRUR 
SCORE 
FC·NoCe 
An! . 
INILB~KT 

CL SSORroN 
En 
(AllnCc 

REG R f S S rON • * • • • • • • • • • •• vARtABLE LIST , 
.R£GRfSSION LIST 5 

"ULllrIE" 
R SUIIARE 

.51~~A 
• ?O~2\ 
,Zb5f)Q 

ANAL YSIS OF 
REGRESSION 
RESIDUAL 

VARIANCE SIJM OF S'IUARES 
Jl"lq087q.~lnl 
87qq?qZbq.H."~" 

~EAN S~IJAR[ 

"05n~S9,qlqbb 
~Hbll.Abeqz lOJIISTEI) W SUIURE' 

S T ANI)AR('i lRJHU~ 1.,n.«&~A10 

-_.-_._---... -.. - VAA,AHLES 

VARI "ILf n 

lIRR"'''' .2110}"4,O01 
StORE .5~HHh+OOI 
FtoNnec .6Z"6169+001 
AGE .tt21111lhOOl 
tNTUHtKY -.l)2bb()IUOoJ 
ClSSOUr,N .IOOZ"I},nO? 
ED • t;Q',AR51tOO,? 
C.UWCC .7qUf,QQfhOOI 
(tOUS r lNt) -.6"55561+001 

n THf rnUATtQN • _________________ 

AnA STO rRROR R F 

.12"01 "l~ "OP" 2q.qoO 
• ')Aorq 1.7"10" 10.lbl 
.t'tI 3'1 1~"lO17 19,072 
.1'll~t> 1·. 17SZ7 }q.AA" 

-.'~JI& ~S~1"26l 17. "21 
.0Ol"l ~.~o.oAl .032 
.11Qn 1.5OR~5 61. a2 
.1·bI5 I.'h I n 20.308 

STATISTICS w~jlr.u CAt.lNOf PoE CflP1Pllffn ARF PPHn[n AS ALL NPIES. 

--.-----_____ VARJA~LES NOT IN THE [QUATtON ___________ • __ 

va.la~LE AFTa IN TOLERaNCf , 



FlU 

t • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• H IJ L T ! r l E 

f"'JCf.Ht [ 

lIRnAIJR 
SCORE 
FCANOCr 
"(;E 
INTLR~~T 
ClSSURr.N 
En 
C HIOCC 

R E ~ R F sst 0 tl ••••••• * •• * •• v~Al'8lE LIST t 
RfGRESSION LISTS 

MULlI"LE " 
~ SIJII4Rf 

• ~2l75 
.?71.?1 
.7I)J'" 

A"'LYSIS nF 
REGRESSION 
R[SIDUAL 

VARIINCE OF 
~. 

SII .. OF SQUARES 
1507HASO.4Q4Z} 

·400A7S QQS.41QOb 

MEIN SQuaRE 
1~8'l4BI.11l78 

67bOll.QAlI0 

f 
21.81lQ. 

'O.II'STF.fl ~ S~UAJlf 
ST4NIlAPIl ERpnn ~?::!.t'llnlQ 

_._----...... _._- YARIAPlES 

YARI"'LE ~ 

URAf.lIlH .?415J7A+Oo3 
scnRf -. ?r;Oh/J/It,f 0111 
FC "IOCC .1br;'fl7?n,,1 
lGF .11I7532J+002 
tNTLfot'lK T -.1 t 3bo'\Q7.l'to J 
ClSSOIH,'J .1.I1.15?ctC, /hoo1 
EO .5bI7 /Jl)n.no2 
t A twe r. .'OOtbQII+OIl? 
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Regressors of education. For men, the net effect of father's occupa-

tional status on education ranges from +.160 in the Old Northeast to +.121 

in the Frontier. The change in effect is not linear with development. 

Occupational status origins count the most in the Unevenly Developed Old 

-Northeast and the least in the Frontier. The net effect of class of origin 

ranges from a high of abo lit +1.6 in the South and the Frontier down to 

-.05 in the Underdeveloped New Northeast. The beta weights show these 

effects to be powerful relative to the other antecedents. Except for the 

often-anomolous Frontier the effect of class on education appears to rise 

dramatically and more or less linearly with regional development level. 

The higher the level of regional development, the greater the number of 

years of education men gain by coming from a capitalist family. The effects 

of age are negative in all regions. Except in the Unevenly Developed Old 

Northeast, where the effect of age is markedly reduced, its depressing 

effect is more or less uniformly rather strong. 
1\2 

The combined effects (R ) 

of these- variables show no special trend, except that they are much less 

~2 A2 
effective in the Underdeveloped New Northeast (K =.18) than elsewhere (R =.36 

to .28). 

For women, father's occupational status again shows strong net effects 

in all regions. There is no special trend, except that, as for men, the 

effect is noticeably higher in the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast. 

Regarding class origins, as for men there appears to be a more or less 

linear trend with development such that the higher the region's development 

the greater the educational benefits bestowed by having a capitalist father. 

But again, the Frontier is an exception; there the benefits of having such 

a father are much greater than anywhere else. Again, as for men) the 

combined e.ffects of the variables are about the same in four of the regions 

(~2=.39 to .36), but are sharply lower in the New Northeast ('F=.29). 



The regressions of education on three antecedents show but one apparent 

trend and it holds equally well for both sexes: the higher the development 

of the region the greater the educational yield one gains by having a father , 
who was a capitalist--a self-employed employer. But for both sexes the 

effects of this variable are anomolously high in the Frontier. Other 

noteworthy items, not trends, are that for both sexes the educational gains 

of higher status origins and the educational losses of age are lower in 

the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast than in the more developed regions. 

For women, the educational decrement of age is also low in the Underdeveloped 

New Northeast. For both sexes, the total educational effects of all 

regressors are much lower in the New Northeast than elsewhere. 

Thus it may be said that the effects of more prestigious social origins 

or capitalist class origins increase with macroregional development. For 

class origins, the trend is nearly linear (though the Frontier is out of 

line). For occupational status gains due to higher origins are considerably 

lower for men and women of the Old Northeast. The educational costs of 

age are also lower for men in the Old Northeast and women in both poorer 

Northeastern regions. 

It is to be noted that insofar as these findings bear on the one 

available set of sociological predictions about development and status 

attainment (Treiman, 1970), they run contrary to it. Treiman supposed 

that "the more industrialized the society, the smaller the influence of 

parental status on educational attainment." Among Brazil's massive and 

distinct macroregions this hypothesis does not hold. 



Regressors of occupational status. The variable, class origins, was 

dropped from this discussion because its~ value is uniformly small, although 

because of the huge sample sizes it is often "statistically significant" 
, 

no matter how triviaL.,The other regressors are treated in this order: 

Education is first. The three labor market variables follow: Metropolitan/ 

Nonmetropolitan residence (Metro/Nonmetro), Microregional Socioeconomic 

Development (MR SES), and Internal/Noninternal (Int/Nonint) labor market 

participation. Next come the two social origin Variables, father's 

occupational status and father's class. Last is age. The review begins 

with data on men. 

Education is a powerful determinant of men's occupational status in 

all regions. ItS)? coefficients are among the largest in the set of 

regressors for each region, ranging from)9 = +.60 in the Frontier, down to 

j1 = +.41 in the New Northeast. Its variations by development regions are 

mixed. From the Underdeveloped New Northeast (b = 1.97), through the Unevenly 

Developed Old Northeast (b = 2.46), up to the other three, all of which are 

about 2.8+. The trend is positive but not at all linear: the greater the 

effect of each additional year of ed~cation on occupational status is about 

the same in each region outside the Northeast. But for the two Northeastern 

macroregions and the rest of the country,the lower SED)the smaller the 

effect of education. The development progression of effects is b = 1.97, 

b = 2.46, and 2.80 to 2.85. 

Metropolitan/Nonmetropolitan labor market has a modest relative effect 

on men's occupational status in all regions (j? = +.099 to t = +.010). It 

is not certain a development-related variation exists at all. The 

data make it appear that Metro labor markets payoff most in the South and 

the Old Northeast--by far the two most populous regions of the country--
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and that net of this there may be a positive increase in the effect of Metro 

residence with SED. Put in a more reasonable way) the metropolitan areas 

of the longer settled, more populous South and Old Northeast have higher , 
occupational structures than those of other regions. But given this, the 

higher the level of macroregional development, the higher the effect of 

metropolitan residence on occupational status. 

Within macroregions, macroregional SED has very little effect at all, 

and what may be there is too small to deserve attention. Within sets the 

R ~ 
y values are quite small, ranging from p = -.003 to +.022. Net of other 

variables, the quality of the local labor market has no discernable effect 

on the occupational status of men. 

Internal/Noninternal labor market participatiori is another matter. 

For men, its beta values range from;9 = +.14 top = +.29. It has a substantial 

"effect"everywhere, from b = +5.08 to b = +6.68 in the four more developed 

regions. But the startling fact is its effect on occupational status in 

the New Northeast, at b = +12.00. This may tell more about the kinds of 

internal labor markets in this region than it does about their effects on 

personnel. The New Northeast may have been the most neglected part of the 

country in 1973. National attention, both public and private, focuses on 

the Developed South and its immediate neighbors, the Frontier (especially 

Manaus and the international boundry regions), and the coastal parts of 

the Old Northeast. But in 1973 the New Northeast was in no way a center 

of attention. There were neither manufacturing, nor large-scale agriculture, 

nor boundry questions, nor dense populations to attract the kinds of large 

scale private and public organizations that require skilled middle-level 

personnel. It may be guessed that in this region most of the internal 

labor market participants were higher officials in federal and state 

administration. 
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In .a few words, net of everything else measured herein; men's internal 

labor market participation appears to have a strong effect on occupational 

status. It does not vary much with development, however. But it is perhaps 

most plausible to suppose that these varying regressions are a result of 

the association of internal labor markets with the specialized personnel 

of large-scale organizations, rather than being due to the varying effects 

of this variable on occupational status. 

As indicated by the beta coefficients, father's occupational status 

as a uniformly modest net effect on son's occupational status. It varies 

in a narrow hand of ft = +.12 to p= +.14. This is true also of the metric 

coefficients. There is no meaningful relationsnip between tne occupational 

status effects of fath~r's occupation and macroregional socioeconomic 

development level. The b values move from a low of b = +.16 to a high of 

b = +.19, and there is nothing resembling a developmental trend in these 

small variations. This would appear to be a very important finding, inasmuch as 

(at the inter societal level) it is widely understood that the direct effects 

of occupational status inheritance should be much greater in the less 

developed than in the·more developed societal units (Treiman, 1970). 

Age has a weak, positive net effect on occupational status in all 

regions, as this is indicated by the beta values. These range from /J = +.04 

to ft·= +.10. The b values show no special developmental pattern. They are 

lower in the two Northeastern regions, a bit higher in the Frontier, and 

in between in the more developed regions. From the least developed to the 

most, the b values are: +.03, +.06, +.17, +.12, and +.13. The theoretic 

significance of this is not certain. But it would appear that sociologists 

have believed that age makes less of a status difference in the least 



developed societal units. This clearly is not the case in Brazil. 

Taken altogether, this set of regressors exerts a rather powerful 

totai effect on occupational status. From the least to the socioeconomically 

most developed macroregion, ~2 = .44, .59, .52, .57, and .59. It might be 

said that except for the indeterminancy , offered. by the Frontier, the 

combined effects of the regressors increase more or less linearly with 

socioeconomic development. 

The occupational status data for women follow. Education is a powerful 

determinant of occupational status among women as among men, and the 

ftvalues show this to be true relative to other variables in each region. 

Moving from the lowest to the highest socioeconomic development the b 

values are: b = +2.02, 2.67, 3.10, 2.'58, 3.02. What they show is that 

there is an essentially linear trend from lowest to highest--except that 

Frontier women gain a bit more occupational status than others for each 

year of education. 

The data for Metropolitan/Nonmetropolitan and Microregional Socioeconomic 

Development Microregional labor markets show little effect and no noteworthy 

trends. The development trends are not interpreted. One male-female 

difference is worthy of note, however: within each macroregion, there is a 

small negative relationship between microregional socioeconomic development 

and women's occupational status. TO a very slight degree, the higher the 

level of microregional socioeconomic, the lower'the occupational status of 

women. On the whole, Brazilian women do not take regular paid employment 

if their men can do well enough to support them and their children. So the 

better the local labor market the more likely women are to take lower status 

jobs. 
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Internal labor market participation, however, is rather highly related 

to women's occupational status in all macroregions. The# weights range 

from moderate to powerful-·-I= +.20 to I = +.54. The macroregional SED 

variations of the metric effect of Internal/Noninternal labor market 

participation are strong and essentially negative. From the macroregion 

with the lowest SED to that with the highest, the b values are b = 27.72, 

13.67, 12.15, 15.52, and 7.92. If this variable actually operates as a 

determinant of women's occupational status, participation in an internal 

labor market makes a difference of almost 28 occupational status points in 

the Underdeveloped New Northeast. This is quite large, roughly comparable 

to the status difference between school teachers and university professors. 

It is probably premature to treat this as a cause of occupational status, 

however. As in the case of men, it more likely reflects the status level 

at which women obtain internal labor market status within each region. 

The mean status level of women varies directly with macroregional SED, 

while the mean status level of those in internal labor markets probably 

varies inversely with macroregional SED. 

Father's occupational status makes no more than a very modest difference 

in women's occupational status in each of the SED macroregions. The fi values 

vary from fi = +.04 to I = +.08. There is no discernable systematic macro

regional SED variation in the effect of father's occupational status on 

employed women's occupational status. From lowest SED to highest, the 

b values are: +.07, +.06, +.07, +.11, and +.09. This is completely 

congruent with the corresponding findings for men. 

As in the case of me~ within-macroregional effects (beta coefficients) 

of father's class, "capitalists" versus all others, are too small to warrant 

discussion. This of course is also true of the metric coefficients. 
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Age is another variable that counts for little in determining a woman's 

occupational status in any of the macroregions. Thej9 values range from 

+.09 to .00, but whatever regional variations there are are not only 

small but quite unsystematic. Like those of men) the peak is in the Frontier. 

Summarizing, regarding the antecedents of occupational status: 

1) Education exerts a powerful effect everywhere, and its effect rises 

with macroregional socioeconomic development level. This is the opposite 

of most current thinking among sociologists, as reflected in Treiman's 

(1970) essay. 2) The effect of Metropolitan versus Nonmetropolitan labor 

market participation is generally modest, and varies more or less positively 

with macroregional SED. This variable is essentially inoperative among 

women. 3) The quality of the local labor market has no meaningful effect 

on the occupational statuses of men or women (except that women's occupational 

status varies inversely, if only slightly, with it.). 4) The apparent 

effect of the Internal labor market dichotomy is moderate among men and quite 

strong among women. This effect varies mostly inversely with macroregional 

SED, a trend which is qui te pronounced for women and less so for men. The 

strong effect apparent among both sexes in the Underdeveloped New Northeast 

is particularly impressive. However, it would be premature to interprete 

those coefficients in terms of causation. 5) Father's occupation has but a 

moderate but positive effect on son's occupational status, and even less on 

that of women. In any case, these effects do not vary by macroregional SED. 

This finding, too, appears to contradict sociological thinking about develop

ment and status inheritance (Treiman, 1970). 6) Father's class has no 

discernable effect on occupational status. 7) Age bears little meaningf.ul 

relationship to occupational status. If there it varies at all with 

macroregional SED, it is in the opposite direction of the thinking of those 

sociologists who expect the status effects of age to decrease with societal 

development. 
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Regressors of income and log i .ogous . to that 

used for education and occupational status W~~~ U~ .v~~v~~d here. The data 

for men will be examined first, then those of women. The regressors will 

be presented in the same order as for occupational status. The data are 

reported for the natural logarithm of income rather than income, except 

that where it seems useful, income data will be added. The regression 

tables are presented for both, of course. None of the regressors was found 

to have inconsequential effects among all regions for both sexes, so all are 

presented. 

For the regression of log income on occupational status thjL?weights 

are all positive and rather strong within each macroregion. Actually, they 

are quite close to being monotonically related to macroregional development. 

From the region of the lowest development to that of the highest, they are 

~= +.29; +.29; +.23; +.27; and +.34. The b values are comparable to each 

other across regions. Ii bi 1 When converted by the formula'lP i = e - 1.00JIPi x 100 

is the percent increment in income due to a unit increment in the independent 

variable i (Jenks, 1979,27). (Actually P. and b. are often identical.) The 
~ ~ 

b values follow according to the ascending order of development region, with 

P values presented in parentheses if they differ from the percentages esti-

mated by b. alone: b = +.020 (.021); +.017; +.011; +.015; and +.013. Except 
~ 

for the dip at the Frontier, the curve of the percentage (P. x 100) income 
l. 

increment effect of development is monotonic. With the exception of the 

often anomolous Frontier, the higher the level of macroregional socioeconomic 

development, the lower the. effect of occupational status on income. Two 

observations are noteworthy. 1) The above increment figures are not small, 

though they may look it. A 1.5 or even 1.1 percent income increment for 

each point on a lOO-point occupational status scale is impressive. 2) The 
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relationship with development appears to be negative. This seems to mean 

that the income differentation of any given occupational status increment 

decreases with development. 

Education , as indicated by the beta weight~ is another regressor that 

has strong net effects on (log) income within each region. The betas vary 

with increasing development as fOllOWS:~ = +.22; +.27; +.36; +.27; and 

+.33. The b values of education, of course, tell more about the (log) 

income effects of education in the various developmentally different macro-

regions. Here again values in parentheses will be antilogged P estimates of 

the percent increase in income due to a unit increase in the regressor, or 

each year of education. Beginning with the Underdeveloped New Northeast, 

on up to the Developed South the results are: b = .076 (.079); .072 (.07S); 

.079 (.082); .071 (.073); .077 (.080). The percentage incrementsof income 

due to each additional year of education do not change with development. 

They are quite strong however: each additional year of education yields a 

seven-to-eight percent increase in income. 

The labor market variables were really designed to deal with income, 

rather than with occupational status. Participation in a Metropolitan vs. 

Nonmetropolitan labor market is the first. Relative to other variables, 

within each microregion its effects range from small to weak, and they reverse 

signs as well. From the least to the most developed macroregions the beta 

values are:~ = -.08; +.OS; +.12; +.12; and +.OS. The more easily inter

preted b values are: b = -.19 (-.18); +.10 (+.11); +.22 (+.2S); +.23 (+.26); 

and +.09. This yields a pronounced inverted U curve with development. In 

the Underdeveloped New Northeast, Metropolitan residence costs 18 or 19 

percent more in income in the few large urban areas than outside. vfuether 

this means that there is money to be made in some of the small towns or on 



the farms is a question that cannot be answered here. Metropolitan residence 

pays off moderately well in the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast, and even 

better in the Frontier and in the South's Developing Periphery, but only 

moderately in the Developed South. 

As shown by the beta weights, the general quality of the microregional 

or local labor market makes a modest difference in income in the two more 

highly developed regions, but only a very small difference elsewhere, 

slightly negative in the Underdeveloped New Northeast. From less to more 

developed"; = -.04; +.04; +.04; +.12; +.13. The corresponding b values 

are: b = -.002; +.002; +.002; +.009; +.011. lVhen plotted against the SED 

levels of the macro regions (SED = 13; 31; 32.5; 54; and 78), these data 

show a nearly linear increase with development. The higher the quality of 

the local labor market, the higher the increment to income of each additional 

SED score-point. The SED scale has values of zero to 100, so these effects 

are not negligible. The higher the socioeconomic development of the macro-

region) the greater the effect of the SED of the local labor market on income. 

Participation in an Internal labor market has negative effects in the 

three most highly developed macroregions, though they are quite small. 

lfuile those of the. other two regions are positive they too are small. The 

betas are:fl = +.06; +.07; -.09; -.05; -.05. The b values shOt, that these 

effects are by no means negligible; at b = +.17 (.19); +.14 (.16); -.16 (.14); 

-.10; -.09 (-.08). Clearly, net of other factors, participation in an internal 

labor market pays off rather well in ·the macro regions of lowest socioeconomic 

development. Yet it costs the worker in the Frontier and the more highly 

developed South and its Periphery. Could it be thatJwhere jobs are better 

and more plentiful) the advantages of security begin to outweigh those of 

more money. For those in internal labor markets are also covered by the 

social security. 



The next set of variables are those pertaining to social origins. 

Father's occupational status has small positive effects on log income, as 

indicated by the beta-coefficients. In ascending SE~ order~= +.09; +.06; 

+.06; +.04; and +.04. The h values are: +.009; +.004; +.003; +.003; and 

+.002. Again in absolute incremental effects on income, these are worth 

considering. Father's occupational status is scaled from zero to 100, so 

one-half of one percent, say, could make a good deal of difference between 

persons of widely different status origins. In general, the pattern appears 

to conform to that which might be expected by sociologists. (Treiman, 1970, 

substituting SED for industrialization and income for occupational status.) 

Father's class, in the sense that those scored "1" for "capitalist" 

owned the "means of producation" and employed at least one worker, is next. 

Note that by this criterion only eight to twelve percent _ of these men's 

fathers were thus defined as capitalists. The;CiWeights show this variable 

to have small net effects relative to the others in each macroregion. In 

ascending order of macroregional development they are: +.05; +.10; +.04; 

+.11; +.07. The metric coefficients, presented in the same order, are: b= 

+.12 (+.13); +.31 (+.36); +.11 (+.12); +.33 (+.40); and +.23 (+.25). Clearly 

this pattern has othing to do with socioeconomic development levels of the 

Brazilian macroregions. About the most that can be said is that, net of 

everything else measured, including father's occupational status, having a 

capitalist father makes a handsome difference in income in all regions, 

especially where the population is rather dense - the South, the Old Northeast 

and the South's Developing Periphery. It is to be noted that this is a 

direct effect. Class origin also has a strong effect on education, whose 

own effects on inco~e are expressed both directly and through occupational 

status. In any case, the income effects of father's class do not vary by 

macro regional development. 

:'--------------~~----------------'---------------



Age has moderate effects on log income in all regions. (These are 

merely the linear effects; quadratic effects were not measured in this 

analysis.) The;B values are: +.14; +.14; +.16; +.13; and +.15, in ascending 

SED order. The b values, in the same order, are: +.009; +.010; +.012; 

+.011; and +.012. Except for the higher than expected value for the Frontier, 

this relationship with SED is positive and linear. With this exception, it 

appears that each year of age tends to increase income by about one percent, 

and that the income effect of each year of age increases with development. 

The net effects of all of the variables are substantial in each region. 

From least to most developed, they are: 2 R =.28; .45; .39; .40; and .45. 

There may be a tendency for the productive efficacy of these regressors 

to vary positively with SED, but the evidence is not consistent. 

In summary, for men, all regressors measured here have direct (net) 

effects on log income. Some these effects vary positively with development, 

others negatively, others not at all. The apparent positive variations are 

marred by the aberrant behavior of the Frontier. lVith that caveat, 1) the 

higher the level of development, the greater the income advantage bestowed 

by Metropolitan employment. 2) The higher the level of development, the 

greater the (linear) effect of age on income. Regarding negative variations, 

1) the higher the level of macroregional development, the lower the effect 

of occupational status on income. 2) The higher the level of macroregional 

development, the lower the effect of father's occupation on income. 3) Higher' 

levels of development induce income costs to participation in internal labor 

markets, while lower levels induce benefits to such participation. Regarding 

effects that do not vary- at least systematically- with development. 

1) there is no relation between development level and the income effects of 

education. They are strong everywhere. 2) There is no patterning relation-

ship between development and the effects of father's class on income. They 



are rather large everywhere, though uniformly so. The relationship between 

development and the income effects of Metropolitan labor market participa

tion is in the form of an inverted U curve. In the least developed region 

the effect is negative. In 'the moderately developed areas it is positive 

and quite high. In the most developed area, it is moderate and positive. 

Sociological theory regard~ng development and individual income is in its 

infancy. It has been found here that better quality local labor markets 

and age tend to produce increasing yields in successively more developed 

areas. On the other hand, the income benefits of one's own and one's 

father's occupation, and of internal labor market participationJdecrease with 

development. Also the total effect of these regressors tend (with some 

important inconsistencies) to increase with development. 

The best collation of theory regarding stratification and development 

is Treiman's (1970) essay. He predicts that the income effects of occupa

tional status should increase with development. Present data disconfirm 

this hypothesis; the trend is the reverse. Treiman (1970) Smelser (1966) 

and Anderson (1958) predict that the direct effect of education on income 

will decrease with development. This too is disconfirmed; education has 

uniformly strong income effects everywhere. tVhile this is not said in so 

many words, such theorists clearly imply that the income effect of social 

origins whould decrease with development. This hypothesis is mostly con

firmed - surely, insofar as father's occupational status effects are concerned, 

though father's class effects show no such pattern. The question of develop

mental patterns of the income effects of age may not have been considered 

by theorists. At least since Minier (1974), it has become commonplace for 

researchers to conceive of age as a proxy for work experience. It seems 

reasonable to suppose that a given increment of experience would be more 



valuable to a person in more developed societies: presumably, in less 

developed societies life would be simpler, so one would normally gain his 

income-enhancing experiences early in life. Thus the higher the level of 

development of societal unit, the greater would be the income effect of 

each new year of experience. In any case, the income effects of age tend 

to rise with development in Brazil. Although there has recently been a 

spate of research on labor market segments, one cannot point to specific 

hypotheses concerning· the income effects of participating in different 

types of segments. It may be clearly hypothesized that the higher the level 

of development~the more likely one is to participate in a) a labor market 

where wages are high, b) a metropolitan labor market, and c) an internal 

labor market. Indeed, this is the case, as the means presented in Addendum 

1 show. For each of these categories of labor market segmentation, the 

proportion of working men involved in the higher levels increases with 

macro regional socioeconomic development. But the issue here is developmental 

variations in the pay_off of such participation to the individual. Regarding 

the general quality of local labor markets, it seems possible that the higher 

their SED, the greater will be the returns to a given increment of SED. 

This is the case: the higher the SED of the macroregion, the greater the 

effect of local development on income. There is no obvious reason, however, 

why the income effects of metropolitan labor market participation should 

vary with development. But vary they do, though not at all linearly: they 

stand in an inverted U. The development differences in the effects of 

internal labor markets are also unexpected: positive in the poorer regions, 

they are negative in richer. In general the net effects of these labor 

market segmentation variables on income are puzzling in thaswhile strong) 

they are not patterned in way that can be readily interpreted in terms of 

any known theory. 



Finally, the total predictive effeciency of the system appears to vary 

positively with macroregional development, but not only with this. The R2 

is lowest in the least-developed region., It is highest in the Developed 

South and the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast. The South's Periphery and 

the Frontier are between. The theoretic implications of this pattern are 

not clear, though perhaps a combination of development and something else -

population density, administrative control, etc.? - might be operating. 

Women's income status attainment will now be analyzed in relation to 

Brazil's macroregional socioeconomic development levels. The same strategy 

will be followed here as for men. Note, too, that in each macroregion~ 

employed women earn, on the average, slightly less than one half the earnings 

of men. 

The relative effect of canonical occupational status, as measured by 

the beta values, is quite strong in the three more developed regions but 

rather weak in the two less developed areas. In ascending SED order, 

= +.05; +.08; +.21; +.30; and +.28. This merely _tells us, of course, 

something about the relative weight this variable assumes in the regression 

equation for each region; they vary from weak to strong. The corresponding metric 

regressions are these: b = +.002; +.004: +.009: +013: and +.012. Contrary 

to the corresponding trend for men, for women the income effects of each 

unit of occupational status tend to increase with developmens with a slight 

drop at the top, the Developed South. 

For women's education, the beta values indicate strong relative effects 

on log income in each macroregion. In ascending order of development, 

= +.47; +.39; +.28; +.31; and +.28. In the same order, b = +.10 (.11); 

+.08; +.05 (.06); +.06; and +.05 (.06). Thus in the least developed area, 

net of all else,one year of education yields a 10 percent increase in income, 

while in the most developed it yields a six percent increase. On the whole, 

?--------------------------------------------



the higher the level of macroregional socioeconomic development, the lower 

the effect of -education on log income. 

For women, the relative log income effects of participating in,a 

Metropolitan labor market rather than one that is Nonmetropolitan or outlying, 

are quite variable from macroregion to macroregion. (In the .lowest two regions, 

the Os are not statistically significant, but they are reported anyway.) In 
/ 

ascending SED:j3 = +.01; +.02; +.19; +.14; and +.03. In the same order, the b 

values are: b = +.011; +.038 (+.039); +.368 (+.445); +.258 (+.294); and 

+.051 (+.052). This is about the same pattern observed .for men: an inverted 

U curve in which there is no payoff to M~tropolitan labor markets except in 

the moderately developed regions. While the theoretical aspects of this may 

be baffling, its practical implications would be important if workers are 

sensitive to these relative payoffs. The cities of the moderately developed 

macro regions would be expected to attract workers from their hinterlands, 

while those of the other regions would not. 

For women's participation in local labor markets varying from higher to 

lower socioeconomic development(microregional SED), the effects of SED 

relative to other variables differ rather widely from macroregion to macroregion. 

In ascending order of macroregional SED: ~ = .00; +.10; -.06; +.17; and +.20. 

The corresponding metric coefficients are: b = -.002; +.005; -.003; +.012; and 

+.018. Clearly, within the poor macroregions local SED makes no noteworthy 

difference in income. Nevertheless, the overall pattern is one of increasing 

effects of local labor market SED on income; the higher the level of macro-

regional development, the greater the effect of the (microregional) development 

of the local labor market on income. 

For women as for men, the macroregional SED variations of Internal 

versus Noninternal labor market participation are mixed. In ascending order of 

SED, they are: f3 = .00; +.28 (+.32); +.15 (+.16); +.04 (+.05); and +.26 (+.-30). 
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For women, Internal labor market participation pays off well in the Unevenly 

Developed Old Northeast, the Frontier, and the Developed South. Elsewhere 

it is ineffective. This pattern is even stranger than that of men: at this 

time it is not interpretable. 

For women, the relative, or within-maeror~gion . direct income effects 

of status origins (father's occupational status) vary from region to region. 

They are weak in the least developed regions and strong elsewhere~ = +.05; 

+.08; +.21; +.30: and +.28---in ascending SED order. The b values are: +.002; 

+.003; +.009: +.013; and +.012. Thus, by and large, the higher the level of 

macroregional socioeconomic deve1opmen~ the greater the direct income effect 

of a woman's status origins. In the three most developed regionsjeach point 

of occupational status (from a 100-point scale) adds about one percent to 

income, though in the areas of lowest SED this variable does not make much 

of any difference in income. This pattern is contrary to both that of men, 

and to the pattern predicted by Treiman (1970). 

Father's class---' capitalist- noncapitalist---has very small re1atie 

effects on income. Th;8 values, in ascending order oCf SED, are/ = -.01;. 

+.06; +.06; +.03; and +.04. The b values are: -.03; +.17 (+.18): +.18 (+.20); 

+.08 (+.09); +.12 (+.13). The development pattern seems too mixed to inter-

prete, although in all but the least developed macroregion the effects are 

positive and large enough to be of some consequence. 

Among women, too, age has uniformly modest but positive (linear) effects 

on income in all macroregions . 

.fl = +.12; +.16; +.17; +.14; and 

Th~values, in ascending SED order, are: 

+.13. The b values, in the same order, are: 

b = +.007: +.011; +.014; +.011: and +.011. In other words, when one disregards 

the quadratic effects of age·as we have done here, each year of age adds 

about one percent to women's income in all regions but the least developed. 
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There is no meaningful pattern of these effects with development. The 

weakest is in the least developed region, the strongest in the Frontier, 

The rest are equal. 

The total predictive effeciency of this set of regressors varies as 

follows with ascending order of SED: 
2 ::::: 

R +. 27; .45; • 37; .53; and .54. 

This range of determinative effects is quite broad, much more so than for m~n 

(.28--.45). Except for an upward blip in the Frontier, the trend is monotonic 

and positive. Perhaps related to this, there is a pattern of increasing 

complexity of income determination with development that is perhaps more 

pronounced among women than men. Suppose that B~±.lO is used as a criterion. 

In the Underdeveloped New Northeast, two variables have effects larger tilan 

this-education and age. In the Unevenly Developed Old Northeast, there 

are three such variables-education, age, and internal labor market partici-

pation. In the Developing Amazonian Frontier, there are five-education, 

age, occupational status, metropolitan labor market, and father's occupational 

status. In the South's Developing Frontier, there are five--education, age, 

occupatiorral status, metropolitan labor market, and local labor market SED. 

In the Developed South there are also five---education, age, occupational 

status, local labor market SED, and internal labor market. Could it be that 

one of the hallmarks of a societal unit with low level of socioeconomic 

development is the simplicity and relative unpredictibility of its status 

attainment process? 

In summary, for women it is found that the income effect of three 

variables are positively related to macroregional SED: these are occupational 

status, the socioeconomic development of the local labor market, and father's 

occupational status. One variable, education, has decreasing effects on 

income as the level of macroregional development rises. Another, age, has 
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modest effects that do not vary with macroregional SED, except that the 

effect is lower in the least developed regions than elsewhere. One, 

Metropolitan labor market participation has an inverted U curve effect. 

Two others have such mixed effects that they defy meaningful description: 

Internal labor market participation and father's class. 

Treiman predicts that the income effect of occupational status should 

rise with development. Reversing the pattern for men, this finding for women 

would tend to support his hypothesis. He and others also predict that the 

effect of education on income should decrease with development (Treiman, 

1970; Smelser and Lipset, 1966; Anderson, 1958). Unlike the pattern for 

men, which showed no developmental trend in such effects, the data for 

women are in accord with theory. Again, the literature implies that the 

income effect of social origins should decrease with development. For 

women, this is not at all in accord with the data. The trend is precisely 

the reverse for the income effects of father's occupational status (which 

increase with development) and is hopelessly mixed for father's class. In 

the discussion concerning men it was also remarked that age-proxied increments 

in experience should be increasingly effective as macroregional development 

increases. For men this seemed tenable. For women it is not; except that 

in the poorest region, age has hardly any effect on income. The remaining 

variables do not seem to bear on current theory of status attainment and 

development. 

Conclusions regarding status attainment and development. Table 6 presents 

a summary of the findings and insofar as it exists the current sociological 

thinking about the relationship between status attainment and socioeconomic 

development of societal units. Obviously, most theory-such as it is-is 

intended to apply to national development differences--to diachronic dnd 

, l . -,'.~~---
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1e 6. Status Attainment and Macroregiona1 Socioeconomic Deve10pme 
Effects of Regressors Among Employed Brazilian Hen and Wome 
Educa tion, Occupational Status, and Log Income-. 

~[_n~'r's Occupation 

er's Class 

,~luc.ar:ion 

ther's Occupation 

",",,0< 's Class 

Labor Mkt 

Labor Mkt. 

Labor Mkt. 

Status 

Occupation 

Class 

Mkt 

Mkt 

Labor Mkt. 

SED Curves Prediction from 

Zero 

Positve 

Mixed 

EDUCATION 

Zero 

Positive 

Mixed 

Negative 

Negative (Implied) 

None 

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 

Positive 

Zero 

Zero 

Mixed 

Positive 

Zero 

Zero 

Mixed 

Mixed pos. Zero 

Zero 

Negative!.1 

Negative 

Zero 

Negative 

Mixed 

Positive 

Zero 
11 Negative-

LOG INCOME 

Positive 

Negative 

Positive 

Mixed 

Positive? 

Inverted U Inverted U 

Positive Positive 

Negative? Mixed 

Positive 

Negative 

Negative (Implied) 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Positive 

Negative 

Negative (Implied) 

Negative (Implied) 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Reject 

(Reject) 

Accept 

Reject 

(Reject) 

Reject 

Rej ect 

(Rej ect) 

(Reject) 

As explained in the text, this probably does not mean that the effect of Internal 
_ labor market participation varies inversely with development. More likely, it 
means that internal labor market coverage reached lower into the occupational 

_ structure with development. 
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synchronic differences alike. \ole have "mapped" the effects of a set of 

antecendent variables or "regressors" on each of three attained status 

variables for men and for women in Brazil's five main socioeconomic develop-

ment macroregional. This is justified on the grounds that these macro regions 

are very large compared to most countries, that they vary enoumously in 

development levels, and that Brazil's cultural uniformity controls cultural 

and measurement differences that might confound international comparisons. 

Treiman's (1970) presentation of theory of status sttainment and indus-

trialization remain the clearest in. the literature today. From it, five 

distinctly different explicit hypotheses concerning status attainment and 

development have been extracted. Four others seem logically implied by 

such thinking but were not stated by Treiman. The others are presented 

without hypotheses. 

Note that almost all findings regarding the antecedents of education 

and occupational status in relation to development are, in essence, repli-

cated for men and for women. Of 10 regressions (three for education and 

seven for occupation status) the only exception is the occupational status 

effect of Netropolitan labor market participation. The income effects of 

most of the regressors, however, differ between men and women. Those that 

appear to be similar for the sexes are the increasing macroregional develop-

menatl effect of age (or experience:) on income, the inverted U curve of the 

payoffs of Metropolitan labor market participation with macro regional develop-

ment, and the increasing payoff of higher SED of Local labor markets with 

development. The macroregional development consequences of the other five 

regressors show different patterns for the two sexes. 

Neither the explicit nor the implicit predictinns. from the literature 

fa ired well in these tests. The explicit ones are taken first, presented in 
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Treiman's (1970: 221) words, with paraphasing in parentheses. The result 

of the present tests is presented immediately following each. 

1. The more industrialized (developed) a society (societal unit) the 
, 

smaller the influence of parental sta~s on educational attainment. 

Reject: the educational consequences of parental status are powerful 

and more or less equal at all levels of Brazilian macroregional sociQ-

economic development for each sex. 

2. The more industrialized (developed) society (societal unit) ,the greater 

the direct influence of educational attainment on occupation status. 

Accept: the occupational status effects of education tend to increase 

with macroregional socioeconomic development in Brazil, for both sexes. 

3. The more industrialized (developed) a society (societal unit), the smaller 

the direct effect of father's occupational status on son's (son's and 

daughter's) occupational status. Reject: there is no· discernible 

macro regional development trend in Brazil regarding the occupational 

status effects of father's status for either sex. 

4. The more industrialized (developed) a society (societal unit), the 

stronger the direct influence of occupational status on income. Reject: 

contrary to prediction, the Brazilian macroregional development trend of 

the net effects of occupational status on (log) income are negative. 

The developmental trend for women, however, is in accord with the hypothesis. 

S. The more industrialized (developed) a, society (societal unit), the 

sma~ler the direct influence of education on income. Reject: For 

Brazilian men there is no macroregional developmental trend at all, 

although for women the trend is as predicted. 

Four additional hypotheses seem consistent with Treiman's thinking, though 

they are not so stated. Three concern the effects of father's (capitalist) 
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class on each status dependent variable. The fourth concerns the income 

effects of father's occupation: 

6. The more developed the societal unit, the smaller the influence of 

father's class in education. Reject: the relationship is the reverse, 

for both sexes. The higher the societal unit's development, the greater 

the educational benefit of having a capitalist father. 

7. The more developed the societal unit, the smaller the effect of father's 

class on occupational status. Reject: there is no developmental trend 

in the effect of father's class on son's or daughter's occupational 

status. 

8. The more developed the societal unit, the smaller the effect of father's 

class on (log) income. Reject: for each sex there are large payoffs to 

having a capitalist father, but these effects are not related to develop-

ment in any discernable way. 

9. The more developed the societal unit, the smaller the effect of father's 

occupational status on son s or daughter's occupational status. Reject: 

there is indeed a negative developmental trend for men, but for women 

the trend is exactly the reverse. 

Each consistent development effect pattern may be treated as an em-

pirical generalization or (as in the case of the second proposition above) 

as a confirmed theoretical proposition. (One of the consistent patterns, the 

probably misleading inverse relationship of the apparent effects of internal 

labor market participation:is omitted here). The developmental effect 

patterns that are consistent for both sexes follow, whether or not they have 

any theoretical backing, and whether they are patterns of direct, null, or 

inverse relationship. All generalizations concern partial regression 

effects, net of all other variables in the corresponding equation. 
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1. The net effect of father's occupat_ional statu~ on educational attain-

men~~s positive and strong, but is invariant with respect~ 

Brazilia~ macroregional socioeconomic_d~velop~ent level-. 

2. The net effect of father's social class on educational attainment is 

positive and varies directly with Brazi~ia~macroregional socioeconomic 

development. In other words, the educational benefits of having a 

father who was a self--employed employer are positive and increase with 

developmen t. 

3. The net effect of education on occupat~o~~sta~u~ is ~sitive and strong, 

and varies directly with Brazilian mac!?re~i~n~~~y~lopment level. 

That is, the higher the levels of development, the greater the effect 

of education on occupational status. 

4. The net effect of father's occupational sta1;.us. on o£5:.upational status 

is positive, but is invariant with ~~spec~to Br~z~lian macroregional 

development level. 

5. The net effect of father's class (capital_~st!noncapitalist) on occupa-

tional status approximates zero and is invariant with respect to 

Brazilian macroregional development. 

6. T~e~_ effect of the socioeconomic Aevelopment level of the local 

labor market on occupational status approx~ates zero and is invariant 

with respect to Brazilian macroregion-al. socioeconomic development level. 

7. The net effect of metropolitan labor market participation on (log) income 

varies from very low to strong positi~e~n<!. varies in the form of an 

inverted U curve with Brazilian socioeconomic development level. That 

is) the greatest effects of this variable are in the moderately developed 

regions. 

8. The net effect of the socioeconomic development of the local labor market 

is modest and positive and varies dire-ctly with Brazilian macroregional 

development level. 
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Apart from the negative findings regarding the theory of status 

attainment and development, it is thus found that macroregional development 

increases the effects of status attainment regressors in the following ways. 

It increases the effect on educational attainment of having a father who is 

influential in the private sector (a "capitalist", or self-employed employer); 

it increases the effect of education on occupational status. Development has 

a distinct but nonlinear effect on the income returns to Metropolitan 

employment income returns to to urban work are substantial in the emerging 

metropolises of the moderately developed Periphery and in the Frontier. 

Finally, macroregional development level raises the effect of macroregional 

development on income. 

In other words macroregional socioeconomic development level, as measured 

herein, has tangible effects on the status attainment processes of both 

sexes, although they do not correspond well to those that would be expected 

from current theory of status attainment and development. Class origin is 

increasingly important for education with development. Education, in turn, 

is increasingly important for occupational status. Higher socioeconomic 

development of the local labor market provides increasing for increments to 

income. Urban, rather than rural, jobs are most advantageous in the newly 

developing areas. 

For women, the occupational status on income increase with macroregional 

SED and are quite strong in the most developed regions. For men these effects 

are strong everywhere, but they decrease with development. For both sexes 

the effect of education on income is strong at all levels of development. 

But for men the effect does not change with SED, while for women it decreases. 

The income effects of father's occupational status are puzzling. Thay are 

positive, of course, for both sexes in all regions. But for men they are 
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small and they decrease with development. For women, they increase dramati-

cally with development. Regarding age (experience~ the effect of this variable 

is modest for both sexes; for men it increases with development; for women 

it is especially small in the least developed area and especially strong in 

the Frontier. The income effects of internal labor market participation are 

also a bit puzzling. For men they are small at most, for women a bit larger 

in some regions. For men, participating in an internal labor market increases 

income only in the two poorest macroregions; elsewhere it decreases income. 

The pattern for women is even more puzzling. Such participation does not 

cost them in any region, but it benefits them tangiblY only in the Unevenly 

Developed Old Northeast, the Frontier, and the Developed South. 

A few comments regarding macroregional peculiarities are in order. Most 

developmental patterns are distinct enough, but a few are more or less unique. 

The most consistent developmental patterns are found among the Unevenly 

Developed Old Northeast (SED: 31), the South's Developing Periphery (SED: 54), 

and the Developed South (SED: 78). This includes almost all of the lands that 

have been occupied for two centuries or more, and a few that were more 

recently occupied. The least consistent area is the Developing Amazonian 

Frontier. Effects normally associated with the most highly developed region 

1 appear here quite often. As indicated earlier, the reasons for this are 

1 
; debatable. Is it due to classical Frontier phenomena (Turner, 1920), or to 

• , 
1 

oversampling in urban Manaus and Belem, or to federal efforts to stimulate 

investment in the Amazon basin, or what? The Frontier patterns of settlement 

and of status attainment may well have unique theoretic properties. The 

Turner thesis and the heavy investment thesis both suggest this. But even 

urban oversampling may be more than a technical issue: Frontier occupation 

patterns may require early concentration of people and capital in urban centers 



to serve as supply depots and staging areas for the few early rural 

settlers sparsely distributed over the land surface in remote, nearly in-

accessible locations under extremely arduous conditions. This issue may , 
deserve further consideration. 

The Underdeveloped New Northeast also requires comment. This heretofore 

obscure macroregion is less developed than others by a considerable margin. 

Here the effects of status attainment variables occasionally behave peculiarly 

The net effect of father's occupation on son's and daughter's education is 

suprisingly strong; among men, the net effects on income of participating in 

a Metropolitan or in a more developed local labor market are actually negative 

here. Among Women the net effect of age on income approaches zero, whilst 

elsewhere it is positive for both sexes. Among men, the educational effect 

of father's class is negative •. Yne- theoretic relevancy of these observa-

tions is not at all clear. But it may be that status attainment processes 

have unusual properties in societal units that at an extremely low level of 

societal development and are mostly rural. 

Thus there are regional anomolies, probably not unique to Brazil, that 

appear to demand new theoretic work. 

In general, this analysis of status attainment variations by socioeco-
• 
1 nomic development level in Brazil shows patterns that are mostly different 

from, and considerably more complex than, current theory would lead one to 

expect. While it may be tempting to attribute the findings to peculiarities 

of Brazil, or to technical imperfections such as sampling biases and 

measurement problems, none of these is likely to provide an adequate explan-

ation for the sharp discrepancy between current theory and these findings. 

The sampling and data collection appear to have been carried out according to 

the highest modern standards. The identification of societal units --
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macroregions -- appear to have been executed meticulously, using the best 

methods now available; a set ~ distinctive, 

• 
clearly demarked -socioeconomic developmental macroregions societal 

which are taken here as instances of bounded societies. 

As societal units.these macroregions have an additional research 
J 

units 

advantage: as parts of Brazil they have one language, one culture (basically 

European), and one set of laws. So their main variations are socioeconomic 

and demographic. In that they differ sharply by level of socioeconomic 

development (from uniform poverty of the Underdeveloped New Northeast to the 

rather modern, relatively well-to-do Developed South), they provide a part i-

cularly appropriate set of societal units by which to test and extend thinking 

about development and status attainment. Also, the measurement (and standardi-

zation, when appropriate) of all variables was carried out with great attention 

to measurement issues and with careful attention to characteristically Brazilian 

nuances of each. Neither is the size of the nation or the macroregional 

societal units within it likely to be a source of the unexpected findings. 

Brazil is the sixth most populous, and in land surface, the fifth most ext en-

sive nation in the world. 

Finally, several key members of the research team are intimately familiar 

with Brazil, so these findings are not likely to be the result of a misappli-

cation of the theory and methods of status attainment research to the Brazilian 

situation. However surprising these findings may be, they are probably accurate 

reflections of developmental differences in status attainment processes in 

Brazil, and there is a strong presumption that they reflect socioeconomic 

development variations on the same processes as these exist among nations. 
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